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Standard Setting in High-Definition
Television
TODAY TELEVISION SIGNALS are encoded,

broadcast, and received in the
United States using the color system of the National Television Systems
Committee (NTSC). Almost 40 years old, this system has well-known
performance limitations. It is subject to flickering and ghosting, it has
low resolution (more apparent as TV sets become larger), and it requires
cutting off the side panels in showing material shot for exhibition on
wide movie screens. NTSC is derisively known in some circles as
"Never Twice the Same Color." Although it nominally has 525 horizontal lines, a mere 483 "active" lines produce the picture; the rest
carry auxiliary information. Moreover, NTSC is interlaced: only half
of the lines are displayed on each pass. This creates a visible flicker
when there are horizontal lines in the scene portrayed, so studios deliberately reduce the resolution. Even with ideal reception, the resolution is roughly equivalent to that achievable with 330 to 350 lines.
The PAL and SECAM standards are significantly better, but still noticeably imperfect. Developed about 15 years later than NTSC, they
are used in much of the world outside North America and Japan.
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The Promise and Lure of HDTV
High-definition television is a major technical improvement over
these systems. HDTV claims to offer a picture quality equivalent to 35
millimeter film by using roughly 1,000 lines. It has vastly improved
sound quality, equivalent to compact disks. Perhaps most important of
all, HDTV has a screen aspect ratio (the ratio of the screen's width to
its height) of 16:9 compared with NTSC's 4:3. A wider screen reduces
the "picture in a box" feeling of current television and allows standard
35 millimeter movies to be viewed uncropped. The higher resolution
permits much closer viewing (without unacceptably obvious lines and
pixels) than does NTSC, so the viewer feels more "in the scene." I
The adoption of HDTV must be studied as the adoption of a system
involving several components, which together can meet HDTV's informational requirements. HDTV signals contain much more information than do NTSC signals. HDTV thus requires a transmission and
reception system able to convey this greater flow of image and sound
information. This system will be the result not only of technical agreements about how to do things, but also of many investments by programming producers, receiver manufacturers, broadcasters, and
householders. The key components of this system are (1) a standard or
format for HDTV signals; (2) programming in the HDTV format;
(3) transmission equipment capable of delivering the HDTV signal into
the household; and (4) television sets capable of receiving and displaying the HDTV signal.2

Key Economic Issues
Our study of HDTV has two aspects: standard selection and adoption.
Standard selection is the process by which a nation's HDTV standard
1. Allegedly, the higher resolution also makes it more desirable to have a large screen,
so that HDTV technology is complementary with large-screen manufacturing and, prospectively, with flat-screen technology (which will enable householders to have truly large
screens without enormous boxes). See, for instance, Office of Technology Assessment
(1990).
2. Other components include studio production equipment and videotape machines.
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is chosen. Adoption is the process by which HDTV hardware and production practices will replace existing equipment and practices. Of
course, these two areas are related: in particular, a poorly chosen standard will retard or preclude adoption of HDTV. But standard selection
is (in HDTV) primarily a decision problem, while adoption is a market
process.
Standard Selection
Choosing an HDTV standard raises several economic issues. First,
what "procedure" for choosing a standard works well? A procedure
could be anything from complete reliance on market forces to an early,
centralized choice of a standard. The procedure used will determine
which system is chosen, when it is chosen, and how the hardware
embodying that system will be made available. In some standards markets-less centrally controlled than television-a marketplace rivalry
could arise between several competing systems to develop a bandwagon
and thus become the standard. In HDTV, however, there will almost
certainly be no such ex post rivalry. In the United States it might arise
if nonbroadcast media adopt a standard that differs from the broadcast
standard chosen by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
but this seems increasingly unlikely.
In picking an HDTV standard, Japan and the European Community
have followed a much more centralized approach than has the United
States. Although the U.S. process may seem painfully prolonged, it
has injected into HDTV some of the benefits of competition that have
been absent in Europe and Japan. Our theoretical treatment of standardsetting procedures is meant to point out some of the benefits and problems of alternative approaches in general; it is probably too late for
practical policy suggestions, since both Japan and Europe have already
picked standards, and the United States has already put into place a
formal standard-setting procedure.
Second, how should a nation balance the vested interests of incumbent broadcasters and owners of receivers against what would be the
best course of action if it were starting from scratch? This is related to
a question treated in the theoretical literature on technology adoption
with network externalities: does the market exhibit excess inertia (a
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bias toward established technologies over new and superior ones) or
insufficient friction (a bias toward new but incompatible technologies)?3
In the context of HDTV standard setting, however, two specific policy
issues arise in this regard that are not treated in the excess-inertia
literature. Should HDTV be designed to accommodate terrestrial
broadcasting? And should set owners be protected from stranding
(for example, by requiring the continued broadcast of NTSC
signals)?
To date, the FCC has been strikingly concerned with protecting the
interests of terrestrial broadcasters by trying to ensure that they will be
able to participate in HDTV, even when this goal conflicts with the
ostensible goal of promoting HDTV and with the rational management
of scarce spectrum. (Of course, we are not the first to note terrestrial
broadcasters' great political influence over the FCC, whether by "capture"' at the agency level or through political influence in Congress.)
Implicitly, the FCC's approach reflects a greater concern about stranding and insufficient friction than about any dangers that excess inertia
will retard the adoption of HDTV. The FCC has chosen to protect the
interests of terrestrial broadcasters by deciding to pick an HDTV standard whose signals can fit into the existing terrestrial broadcast spectrum
slots. As a consequence, the technical quality of HDTV in the United
States may be compromised and its cost increased, and American HDTV
will use large amounts of scarce spectrum space, arguably creating a
significant social inefficiency.
In this paper we focus on the standard-setting process currently taking
place under FCC auspices. Broader influences, however, may prove to
be significant. First, if the FCC decided to do something very unpopular,
Congress could override its decision. Second, the entire FCC standardsetting process may be irrelevant, left behind by the whirlwind of technological progress. Advances in computer graphics, or the laying of
fiber-optic cables into homes, may relegate FCC-style HDTV to oblivion.
Adoption of HDTV

For HDTV to succeed, a chicken-and-egg problem must be solved.
More precisely, HDTV programming must be available, HDTV signals
3. Farrell and Saloner (1986); and Katz and Shapiro (1986a, 1986b).
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must be delivered to the home, and consumers must purchase HDTV
receivers and videotape machines. The provision of programming is
unlikely to be a bottleneck, but the other two factors may be.
Consumers will find HDTV sets expensive, according to current
estimates and to market prices now prevailing in Japan. In the United
States local broadcasters (who serve much smaller markets than the
satellite services in Japan and in Europe can serve) will find the cost
of HDTV transmission equipment a major deterrent. The market may
not find HDTV worth the extra expense, at least until hardware prices
fall dramatically. This is especially so because NTSC is not a stationary
target; significant improvements can be made to NTSC without the big
costs and the dislocations involved in adopting HDTV. These simple
improvements, while not of HDTV quality, may stymie the adoption
of the more advanced system.
No one can safely predict the timing of HDTV adoption. Estimates
of the costs of HDTV receivers are unreliable, and consumers' willingness to pay for HDTV is unknown. But we doubt that many Americans will see HDTV in their homes in this millennium.
Although we are bearish on short-term prospects for HDTV adoption,
it does seem likely that in the long term, once costs fall enough, the
technology will triumph. By examining the adoption of color television
and by using a theoretical model of HDTV adoption, we can gain
valuable insights into the likely adoption process for HDTV. Our concern here is not with the precise timing of HDTV set purchases, but
with understanding how policy decisions made in picking an HDTV
standard are likely to influence that timing.
HDTV and U.S. Competitiveness
Much of what is written on HDTV is about industrial policy and
competitiveness, not about standard setting per se. How important is
HDTV for the survival of the consumer electronics industry in the
United States, and how important is that survival for U.S. economic
welfare? What spillovers might U.S. manufacturers enjoy from HDTV
leadership? And so on.4 We do not directly discuss industrial policy;

4. See, for example,SenateCommitteeon GovernmentalAffairs(1989) andmanyof
the articlesin Rice (1990).
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indeed, we doubt that HDTV is much more "strategic" than a number
of other industries. Instead, we see HDTV as a case study of centralized
technology selection, a high-stakes example of a general problem: how
to pick a single version of a promising new technology when multiple
incompatible versions are available but ordinary marketplace rivalry is
(at least arguably) undesirable.
Yet we think our analysis could be useful in the industrial policy
side of the HDTV debate. For example, our discussion of the likely
rewards to the proponent whose HDTV system is picked as the standard
will certainly be relevant to those who place great weight on the winner's
nationality (somehow defined).
To give another example, we discuss below the relatively decentralized, and relatively slow, standard-setting procedure being used in
the United States. One cost of delay may be that foreign firms will gain
an edge over U.S. television manufacturers (which means Zenith, if
one judges by ownership) by moving down a learning curve manufacturing HDTV equipment, if Zenith is somehow barred from producing
sets for foreign HDTV. If learning effects are marked, this could be
important for subsequent competition and the distribution of rents.
Finally, however, and against the spirit of much of the industrial
policy literature on HDTV, we note that the Japanese may have won a
Pyrrhic victory in pioneering HDTV since their analog system will very
likely be inferior to an all-digital U.S. system-just as the American
NTSC standard, which was the first color TV standard developed and
implemented, is technically worse than the other color standards, PAL
and SECAM.

International Development of HDTV
In this section we summarize the international development of HDTV
to date, emphasizing the Japanese and European procedures for selecting HDTV formats.
Japan as the HDTV Pioneer
Although the possibility of improving on NTSC must have been
evident almost from its first days, and some U.S. firms worked on high-
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resolution systems, the first HDTV system was developed, beginning
in the late 1960s, in Japan. Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK), the Japanese
public broadcasting company, proposed an HDTV research program to
the Comite Consultatif International de Radio (CCIR), the organ of the
International Telecommunications Union that deals with broadcast standards and international spectrum allocation. NHK began experimental
transmissions of HDTV in 1979.5
Like any TV system, HDTV requires the coordinated introduction
of several complementary components: studio or production equipment,
programming, transmission systems, and receivers. The Japanese government coordinated and to some degree subsidized the development
of a variety of technologies needed for these components. Development
of the basic HDTV technology cost NHK approximately $150 million.
Including the cost of development of related technologies, Japanese
firms and the government may have spent as much as $1.3 billion.
Out of this effort came a high-definition system, HiVision, that has
been broadcasting over Japan since June 1989 at a demonstration level
of an hour a day. During November 1991 it began broadcasting eight
hours a day. HiVision has 1,125 lines (1,035 active lines), yielding
over twice the resolution of the 483 active lines of NTSC.
Partly because they picked a proponent and an approach early in the
development process, the Japanese have been moving ahead much faster
than either the Europeans or the Americans with commercializing HDTV.
NHK estimates that by 1997, HiVision transmissions will account for
one-sixth of all broadcasts, and almost half by the year 2000.6 The FCC
will not even choose a standard before late 1993.
Until recently, HDTV receivers in Japan were very expensive$15,000 to $30,000.7 (These prices may have been for the very large
receivers used in department stores and other public places to display
the hour-a-day demonstration broadcasts.) The first hope for selling to
ordinary consumers was the recent introduction by Sharp of a 36-inch
5. The information in this paragraphand the next is primarilyfrom Office of Technology
Assessment (1990).
6. Michael Selwyn, "The Big Picture Comes to Asia," Asian Business 26 (February
1990):5 1.
7. Neil Gross, "Japan's HDTV: What's Wrong with This Picture?" Business Week,
April 1, 1991, p. 80.
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set for about $8,000.8 This price is much more than top-of-the-line
NTSC sets, but in real terms it is only around twice the initial price of
color sets in the United States ($1,000 in 1954).
The price of receivers, however, is not the only threat to the adoption
of HiVision. Many independent Japanese broadcasters are apparently
resisting HDTV. They prefer to use ClearVision, an enhanced-definition
television (EDTV) system developed by the Broadcast Technology Association.9 We will say more later about the EDTV threat to HDTV.
Basic Approaches to HDTV Development
In developing HDTV technology, Japan, Europe, and the United
States have addressed a thorny question: To what extent should HDTV
be regarded as an improvement of the existing TV system, and to what
extent should it be viewed as a new service that will, if successful,
replace the existing system? While imprecise, this question raises two
issues.

First is the issue of compatibility. Can an existing (NTSC) receiver
produce a picture from an HDTV signal, and can an HDTV receiver
produce a picture from an NTSC signal? A compatible technology can
be adopted with much less coordinating effort than one that is incompatible. On the other hand, compatibility constrains the design of the
system, thus raising costs, lowering performance, or both. NHK apparently viewed HDTV as a new service and chose not to make HiVision
directly compatible with NTSC: without an adapter, existing receivers
cannot produce any picture from a HiVision signal. 10 (HiVision is also
incompatible with PAL and SECAM, the color TV standards in use in
most of the world outside North America and Japan.) Manufacturers,
8. "Sharp Cuts Price of Advanced TV," New York Times, February 1, 1992, p. 21.
9. EDTV is sometimes referred to as extended-definition television. It is a TV technology that is a marked improvement over existing systems such as NTSC. Unlike improveddefinition television (IDTV), EDTV requires a change in broadcast format (normally maintaining compatibility with the existing system). The quality of EDTV is poorer than that
of HDTV.
10. According to one report, Mitsubishi has produced a down-converter that costs about
$150. It enables an NTSC receiver to produce a picture from a HiVision broadcast. Shin
Kusonoki and Masaki Ichikawa, "A BroadcastingDelay," Electronics 63 (October 1990):52.
Many owners of NTSC sets probably would resist even a modest expenditure for a converter,
as they did after the 1950 adoption of the incompatible CBS color standard in the United
States. For a theory of costly and imperfect converters, see Farrell and Saloner (1992).
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however, are choosing to make HiVision receivers in such a way (effectively bundling a converter) that they can receive NTSC signals. "I
Second is the issue of spectrum use. Spectrum suitable for terrestrial
broadcast is scarce. Consequently, if one thinks of HDTV as a new
service, it is natural as well as wise to use another transmission medium,
such as cable or satellite. NHK designed HiVision for direct broadcast
from satellite (DBS). If HDTV is considered an enhancement to existing
service, it seems more natural to preserve the old distribution medium.
The Japanese approach to HDTV, compared with the European and
U.S. approaches, has been less respectful of established interestsnotably in its policy on compatibility with existing receivers. The Japanese approach also has been more centralized. There was an ex ante
decision to develop a particular system. It was developed with little,
if any, competitive spur, but with considerable central coordination and
subsidies. The U . S. approach has been in some ways the most controlled
by established interests-notably existing broadcasters-and the technology development has been the most decentralized. The Europeans
have been intermediate on both counts.
Efforts to Choose a World Production Standard
Surprisingly, it seems that no newsworthy attempts have been made
to adopt a world standard for HDTV transmission. 12 Perhaps everyone
recognized that such an attempt would be doomed. But even if transmission standards could not be agreed upon, a worldwide production
standard might have been set. Then studios throughout the world could
use compatible equipment, and only at the broadcasting stage would
incompatibilities be introduced. There would be economies of scale
in producing studio equipment, and trade in programming would be
facilitated.
There are links between production and transmission standards.
Transmission is much easier if certain parameters are chosen in a co-

11. Because the first adopters of HDTV technology will constitute a small "network,"
while those who remain with NTSC will be a large network, the former consumers will
be more likely to buy converters if converters in each direction are available at comparable
prices. This is especially true in the HDTV case as a result of the FCC's decision to protect
from stranding the owners of NTSC sets.
12. Nickelson (1990, p. 303).
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ordinated way. The NHK production standard was apparently designed
to provide fairly easy transitions into a variety of transmission standards.
In particular, the number of active lines, 1,035, was a compromise,
chosen because it is a relatively low-denominator fractional multiple
of 483, the number of active lines in NTSC, and of 575, the number
of active lines in PAL and in SECAM. This choice would make it easier
to use HDTV programming for NTSC or PAL/SECAM broadcasts. It
also would be consistent numerically with the optimal and most likely
choices in the United States and in Europe for the number of active
lines in HDTV transmission standards-if HiVision were rejected and
Europe and this country went their own ways on transmission standards. 13 Yet this compromise may prove a strategic mistake.
In 1986 the Japanese government asked the CCIR to adopt NHK's
production standard-sometimes known as the 1,125/60 standard (1,125
total lines, 60 frames per second)-as an international standard. In an
echo of the color TV story, although with Japan rather than the United
States in the pioneer's role, European delegates, especially the French,
blocked acceptance. (The CCIR traditionally requires consensus before
adopting a recommendation.) Although various reasons have been cited,
most commentators believe that protectionism was at the heart of this
refusal. Subsequently, the Eureka-95 project, a joint venture under the
auspices of (and with funding from) the European Community, was
formed to develop a European HDTV. 14
In the United States the Advanced Television Systems Committee,
a private industry group, recommended to the State Department in 1986
that the NHK 1,125/60 technology be adopted as a world production
standard. In the CCIR the U.S. State Department typically follows the
recommendations of respectable industry groups such as the ATSC and,
in particular, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The
State Department followed the ATSC's recommendation at the 1986
CCIR meeting, and ANSI adopted 1,125/60 (slightly modified) as a
standard. But in 1989, shortly before another CCIR meeting, NBC
proposed a 1,050/60 production standard, and the consensus of U.S.
interests on 1, 125/60 began to unravel. Capital Cities/ABC successfully
13. Johnson(1990, p. 9).
14. On the colorTV storysee Crane(1979). On Eureka95 see PatrickSamuel,"HighDefinitionTelevision:A MajorStakefor Europe,"Rice (1990, chap. 3).
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appealed to ANSI to reverse its adoption of 1,125/60, claiming that the
adoption was inappropriate since the link between production and transmission standards was important and since there was little enthusiasm
for adoption of the HiVision transmission standard in the United States.
Detecting a lack of consensus, ANSI withdrew 1,125/60's designation
as a standard.
Since the 1989 CCIR meeting, efforts have continued to try to set a
world production standard. Disagreement has crystallized over the choice
of the frame rate-that is, the number of frames per second (fps). NTSC
has 60 fps, while PAL and SECAM have 50. NHK chose 60, which
maximizes compatibility with NTSC; of course, 60 fps yields a somewhat steadier picture than does 50 fps. NHK demonstrated a converter
that will produce 50 fps from a 60-fps tape, but the Europeans still felt
that adoption of 1,125/60 would disadvantage them. The standard of
80 fps was proposed, but generated little enthusiasm-perhaps vindicating the European contention that the frame rate is important. In May
1990 the Plenary Session of the CCIR again rejected SMPTE 240M, a
version of the NHK 1,125/60 production standard.
Although a world production standard has not been reached, many
significant parameters have been standardized at the CCIR. The fewer
parametersthat differ among competing standards, the easier and cheaper
it is to translate or convert programming material among them. This
should help world trade in programming, although it will not be as
seamless as if a full production standard had been agreed upon.
Developments in Europe
The European HDTV joint venture Eureka 95 was formed in 1986,
with EC funding of $180 million and with the participation of Philips,
Thomson, Bosch, and others. Much more has been spent or committed
since then. Philips and Thomson plan to spend $3.8 billion by 1995.15
The goal was to develop a "European" HDTV; this could mean anything from paying more attention to compatibility with PAL and SECAM, to sheer protectionism (in the dubious hope that designing a
different standard would effectively exclude Japanese manufacturers).
Since PAL/SECAM has 575 active lines, the most convenient HDTV
15. Peter Fletcher, "Gathering Steam," Electronics 63 (October 1990):48-5 1.
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standard for Europe should have twice as many, or 1,150 active lines,
to facilitate conversion. The NHK 1,125/60 proposal (or its SMPTE
modification), with 1,035 active lines, is a compromise, and it is distinctly imperfect if only Europe is being considered. This providesdepending on one's point of view-either a genuine reason or a pretext
for European rejection of 1,125/60. The Eureka project has therefore
developed a 1,250-line system, HD-MAC, with 1,150 active lines,
designed for DBS broadcast. 16 Like PAL and SECAM but unlike NTSC
and HiVision, HD-MAC has a 50-fps frame rate that facilitates conversion between it and PAL/SECAM. HD-MAC is not receivercompatible with PAL and SECAM, so Eureka has also developed transitional systems, D-MAC and D2-MAC. These are receiver-compatible
with PAL and SECAM. In other words, existing receivers can produce
a picture from D-MAC/D2-MAC broadcasts, and HD-MAC will be
compatible with D-MAC and D2-MAC.
Having underwritten development of the MAC family of standards,
the EC has strongly encouraged satellite broadcasters to adopt D2-MAC.
At first the EC proposed a strong line, tentatively announcing that all
new satellite services after January 1993 were required to use MAC,
and large new receivers had to be MAC-capable. Later these provisions
were softened.17 Taking a subsidy approach rather than a legislative
one, the EC has allocated a large, though conflictingly reported, sum
of money to help pay broadcasters' costs of converting to D2-MAC. 18
Despite this, satellite broadcasters have been resisting. Many apparently
prefer to stick to PAL, or to use PAL Plus, an EDTV system. They
state that D-MAC/D2-MAC is little better than PAL, that the required
receivers are expensive, and that HD-MAC will be outmoded before it
is introduced since it is an analog system. '9 The centralized development
of the MAC family may be stymied by the availability of an EDTV
16. Wassiczek,Waters,andWood(1990) statethatHD-MACpicturequalityis "equivalentto" 1,150 activelines (p. 320). Confusingly,they also mention1,152 lines (p. 316).
17. "M. Alain PrestatdevientPDG de ThomsonConsumerElectronics,"Le Monde,
January12-13, 1992, p. 15.
18. "High-DefinitionEuropeTV," New YorkTimes, November21, 1991, p. D19;
and "High-DefinitionTunnelVision," TheEconomist,vol. 321, November9, 1991, pp.
17-18. The subsidyto broadcastersis reportedin TheEconomistas a billionecus ($1.25
billion).
19. Grindley(1992). Accordingto TheEconomist,vol. 321, November9, 1991, the
receiverscost $6,200.
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system and by the option to wait for a superior, all-digital system. The
European Community's strategy to use D2-MAC to soften and thus
encourage the transition to HD-MAC may well fail.20

HDTV Development in the United States
Because of the political clout of established broadcasting interests,
HDTV will not displace terrestrial broadcasting in the United States as
it will elsewhere in the world. This is unfortunate in terms of HDTV
and in terms of rational use of scarce spectrum. What is more, broadcasters have delayed the whole process. The United States is far "behind" Japanand even Europe. This delay, however, has had an unintended
side result: the United States is likely to get a significantly better system
than was available even a few years ago, at least if we take as given
the self-imposed constraint of consistency with terrestrial broadcasting.
Broadcasters
In the United States, unlike in most other countries, broadcasting
has traditionally been organized around local stations. These terrestrial
broadcasters are increasingly facing actual and potential competition
from other video delivery media. The first significant threat has come
from cable television. Cable operators distribute local broadcast signals,
but they also offer other programs that cut into the broadcasters' market.
A far stronger threat than C-band satellites is direct broadcast satellites
that can send signals to much smaller (napkin-sized) and much cheaper
home satellite dishes. Another threat is lurking on the horizon: fiber
optic networks to homes (or "to the curb") that could have enormous
bandwidth.
HDTV worsened the fundamental threat already facing terrestrial
broadcasters. When HDTV was mooted, broadcasters knew that their
need to fit their signals into 6 megahertz of bandwidth per channel
would put them at a severe disadvantage relative to other delivery media
in bringing HDTV signals into the home. Worse yet from the local
20. One reportsuggests thatthe EC is on the verge of abandoningMAC altogether.
See JonathanB. LevineandNeil Gross, "HDTV:EuropeMayAlreadyBe an Also-Ran,"
BusinessWeek,January13, 1992, p. 46.
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broadcasters' point of view, HDTV was likely to increase their costs
considerably. A widely cited study estimated the cost of HDTV transmission equipment at $38 million, considerably more than the roughly
$25 million median price for TV stations sold during the 1980s!21 Local
broadcasters cannot charge more for an improved service, unless they
increase the number of ad minutes per hour, which might well backfire.
The only benefit to the local broadcast industry as a whole from adoption
of HDTV would come if viewers watched more television. They probably would but not by very much since on average each TV household
in the United States already watches seven hours a day. Accordingly,
the broadcasters' collective interest seemed to lie in rejecting HDTV.
Indeed, they showed little interest in adopting the technology early on.
To broadcasters as a group, HDTV was a threat, not a promise.
At the same time, if HDTV were available-that is, if a standard
were set and receivers marketed-then it might well pay for an individual station to adopt HDTV since HDTV-equipped viewers would
shift their viewing patterns in favor of an HDTV station. This effect
would be slow for the first HDTV station in a city: few if any local
viewers would have HDTV sets. In time, however, the demand shift
might be significant, especially among the richest viewers (a most attractive target audience). Thus, if HDTV were available, there could
arise a prisoners' dilemma structure among broadcasters: each individually might want to adopt HDTV, but as a group all might be worse
off in the end than if the technology had never appeared.
Such a structure is not exceptional: in general terms, if an innovation
reduces marginal costs more than it reduces average costs, it may be
typical. Consider, for instance, a differentiated-good duopoly model
with firms located at the ends of the unit interval. Suppose that marginal
costs are independent of output and are initially at level co, and all
buyers are served in equilibrium at prices k + co; each firm's profits
are k/2. Now suppose that an innovation becomes available that reduces
marginal costs to c, but it involves a small fixed adoption cost, F. Then
21. See the "Ross study"releasedin 1989by the AdvisoryCommitteeSystemsWorking Party3. Morerecentcost estimatesare$10 to $12 millionfor the firststationsto adopt
and abouthalf of that for those who wait a few years-perhaps only $1 million to pass
througha networksignal.See "New HDTVEstimates:$12 MillionorLess," Broadcasting,
October29, 1990, p. 33; "HDTV: Coming 'Sooner Than Expected'," Broadcasting,
October15, 1990, pp. 43-47; and TVDigest, May 13, 1991, p. 9.
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it is a dominant strategy (provided F is sufficiently small) for each firm
to adopt the innovation, but joint profits fall by 2F.
In most industries, firms can do little about this problem: once the
technology exists, it is hard to collude to prevent its adoption. In broadcasting, however, the firms could do just that: they could discourage
the FCC from moving quickly to set standards for HDTV, so no standard
would be set, at least for a while; and they could claim that the already
developed technology was unsuitable (thus delaying any implementation). This, according to some reports, they did. The broadcasters'
Advanced Television Systems Committee was formed almost two years
after NHK's demonstration of HDTV technology at the annual conference of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE).
The committee did not form a study group on HDTV until 1987.22
But broadcast television could not ignore competition from other
distribution technologies, particularly cable. Cable operators, unlike
"free" local broadcasters, can charge more for higher quality TV. The
cable industry could therefore be expected to be more enthusiastic about
adopting HDTV, especially given the preponderance of movies and
sports programming on cable, material thought to be especially well
suited to HDTV. Likewise, HDTV had appeal for DBS-based pay TV.
And if cable or DBS adopted HDTV, broadcasters would find it hard
to play catch-up. Cable and DBS, because they face much less severe
spectrum/bandwidth constraints than do broadcasters, would naturally
choose a relatively uncompressed system such as HiVision; once consumers began buying HiVision sets, broadcasters would have a tough
time displacing a standard that was already becoming established in the
market.
This possible threat meant that the broadcasters had to remain alert
so that they could urge the FCC to set a terrestrial-broadcast HDTV
standard that would help them join any HDTV bandwagon. The prospect
of being a little late probably would not have greatly concerned them
because the market would surely wait for so important a segment as
it was apparent that the broadcasters were
terrestrial broadcasters-if
in the process of adopting. And, in turn, the prospect of such a response
22. "Clear Advantagesto High Resolution,"Broadcasting,vol. 100, February16,
1981, p. 30; and "ATSC to Look into High-DefinitionBroadcasting,"Broadcasting,vol.
112, March16, 1987, p. 61.
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may have deterred cable operators from adopting HiVision themselves.
They must have feared that the FCC would have been stung into action,
doubtless interfering with market adoption of their putative systemi.
Thus, the broadcasters did not want HDTV to happen and refrained
from actions that would make it more likely to happen. At the same
time, they watched to make sure that no competing medium was about
to adopt HDTV. If such an adoption appeared imminent, they would
petition the FCC to set an HDTV standard that would be consistent
with terrestrial broadcasting. Although they could not expect that process to be completed before the rival medium was able to adopt, they
could hope and expect that the market would not adopt a standard
incompatible with terrestrial broadcasting if a broadcast-compatible
standard were thought to be on its way. The prospect of such a reaction,
in turn, would prevent any costly moves toward adoption by rival media.
This was quite a clever strategy, but it was undermined by another
development: competition for spectrum at the FCC. Responding to the
great commercial success of cellular telephones, the FCC announced
that it was considering reallocating to cellular service some unused
parts of television' s ultrahigh frequency (UHF) band. If the broadcasters
waited too long, they might lack the additional spectrum that they would
need to join an HDTV bandwagon. Moreover, if the process of reallocating UHF spectrum went too far, rival media could adopt HDTV
without the threat of a "wait-for-us" move by broadcasters.
In 1987, perhaps as a result of these developments, the Association
of Maximum Service Telecasters and other broadcaster groups asked
the FCC to act on HDTV. The FCC announced a freeze on reallocations
of spectrum.23 It formed an Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service to study possible transmission standards-with a strong
emphasis on terrestrial broadcast standards, despite the spectrum considerations 24 In other words, the FCC was not asking, "How can HDTV
23. "InquiryBegun on Developmentand Uses of AdvancedTV Systems;Immediate
Freezeon TV AllotmentsImposed,"FCCpress release,July 16, 1987.
24. See Federal Register, 52, October16, 1987, pp. 38523-24. The FCC Advisory
Committeeis playinga centralrolein selectinganHDTVstandard.TheAdvisoryCommittee
and broadcasters,
includesselectedcable operators,networks,studios,set manufacturers,
as well as representativesfrom the State Department,the CommerceDepartment,the
NationalAssociationof Broadcasters,and the NationalCableTelevisionAssociation.
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best be provided to American households?" but "How can HDTV be
adapted for the existing broadcasting system?"
The FCC stated that it "would not retard" the development of HDTV
via nonterrestrial media, but by actively developing a terrestrial HDTV
standard, it made it hard for cable operators or a DBS entrant to choose
a different standard. More precisely, such a move would fail if set
manufacturers and consumers preferred to wait a couple of years to see
what would happen at the FCC. The FCC's entry into the process greatly
affected people's expectations of whether broadcasters would introduce
an HDTV technology; with network externalities such expectations can
matter a lot.25
And, with the threat of preemptive entry by a competing medium
removed, the broadcasters again have every reason to delay. For instance, the testing process by the Advanced Television Testing Committee (ATTC) is costing approximately $15 million.26 This is roughly
the cost of a single station adopting HDTV or of ten thousand viewers
buying HDTV sets (on a very optimistic estimate of prices). The ATTC
is testing the six competing systems seriatim; testing each system will
take about seven weeks. Presumably, at a cost of a few more millions,
the systems could be tested simultaneously (or at least two at a time);
the testing process might then take three months instead of more than
a year.27 Were there a real sense of urgency about adoption, the test
center's proponents would surely be willing to contribute the extra
money. Recently, FCC Chairman Alfred Sikes "warned broadcasters
urging delays in broadcast high-definition television deployment that
UHF spectrum for HDTV cannot be held indefinitely."28
The FCC has ruled in broadcasters' favor at every turn, including
25. Katz and Shapiro(1985, 1992);and Farrelland Saloner(1986). One could view
by broadcasters,as in Farrelland Saloner.
the FCC'sentryas a preannouncement
26. "AdvancedTelevisionTestingBegins:1993is Targetfor New 'HDTV'Standard,"
ATTCpress release, July 12, 1991, p. 1.
27. FCC AdvisoryCommitteeon AdvancedTelevision Service, Test Sequenceand
Calendar,revisedJune 7, 1991. Testing was scheduledto end June 15, 1992, but it has
slippedaboutfive monthsbehindschedule,despitethe withdrawalof one of the six systems
to be tested.See EdmundL. Andrews,"Delays Seen in TestingHDTVPlans," New York
Times,March25, 1992, p. D4.
28. "Sikes ReaffirmsPreferencefor SimulcastHDTV," Broadcasting,vol. 121, October28, 1991, p. 27.
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the allocation of currently unused spectrum to existing broadcasters. In
terms of how HDTV will be implemented, what matters is that the FCC
is awarding spectrum to permit terrestrial broadcasting, and it is otherwise encouraging the use of that medium. From a political economy
point of view, it is worth noting that existing broadcasters apparently
will be the beneficiaries of this largesse.29 Although the FCC did decide
not to retard adoption by alternative media, this decision had little effect
given the FCC's announced intention of setting a standard consistent
with terrestrial broadcasting.
Through its effects on market participants' expectations, the very
existence of an HDTV standard-setting process at the FCC has effectively foreclosed satellite and cable operators from proposing a system
unsuited to terrestrial broadcasting. Broadcasters are concerned about
the cost of adopting HDTV transmission and studio equipment, estimated at $10 to $12 million for stations that adopt promptly. But each
station faced with that choice will have been given a 6 MHz incremental
channel by the FCC. Thus, the broadcasters have forestalled an external
competitive threat and at the same time gained for themselves very
valuable spectrum space.
Spectrum Issues and the FCC
Although there is a limitless amount of electromagnetic spectrum,
the part that is good for ground-to-ground transmission is, for technical
reasons, severely limited. Rapidly growing technologies other than television, such as cellular telephone service, yearn for that spectrum. A
major social cost of implementing HDTV through terrestrial broadcast
is the use of scarce spectrum space. Basic economics tells us that scarce
spectrum should be reserved for applications that (1) are highly valued
and (2) cannot easily be offered without using such spectrum. Both
television and telephone services can be provided by wire rather than
over the air; in each case the largest advantages to transmitting information using the electromagnetic spectrum are mobility and any saving
on the cost of wiring. HDTV may be of limited incremental value over
NTSC, so it is unclear that it satisfies the first condition. As for the
29. Federal Register, 56, November 18, 1991, pp. 58207-14. See also Bob Davis,
"Back Channel: FCC to Grant Owner of Every TV Station Another License Free," Wall
Street Journal, March 18, 1992, p. 1.
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second condition, HDTV signals can easily be sent via cable or via
satellite signals that do not use the crowded and valuable portion of the
spectrum suitable for ground-to-groundtransmissions. At the same time,
cellular telephone is highly valued and does require ground-to-ground
transmissions.
A new generation of television presents an opportunity to reconfigure
use of the spectrum. It gives nations the opportunity to provide television service via satellite or via cable (either coaxial cable installed
by the existing cable TV industry or fiberoptic cable proposed by telephone companies and others). Such a change would free up critical
spectrum space for a number of alternative technologies for years to
come.
NTSC color television broadcasts use 6 MHz of bandwidth per channel, and they require "taboos" and vacant channels between active
channels in order to minimize interference. A high-definition signal,
transmitted according to similar protocols, would occupy approximately
30 MHz; this is sometimes described as the bandwidth of an "uncompressed" HDTV signal. This might make it seem impossible to fit
HDTV within the existing television spectrum without displacing existing services, but this is not the case. Data'compression techniques
have advanced greatly since the NTSC standard was set in 1953, and
compression is much more effective on digital signals than on analog
signals. Moreover, by reducing power requirements and in other ways,
modern technology mitigates the problem of interference between adjacent channels; HDTV broadcasting should be able to use at least parts
of the "taboo" channels. Finally, many UHF channels are vacant.
Thus, even in the most crowded television broadcast markets, there is
some spectrum to work with.
Spectrum, however, is not completely fungible. Existing channels
cannot be moved around without making existing receivers obsolete.
And, while it is technically feasible to construct a new channel out of
noncontiguous scraps, many experts believe that doing so inevitably
compromises quality and creates technical problems. Existing channels
operate at widely varying powers and therefore occupy different but
overlapping geographic areas. Thus, the question of how much spectrum
is available in which markets is very complex.
The FCC's Office of Engineering and Technology studied this problem and found that most existing stations could be allotted an additional
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6 MHz channel.30 The exact proportion varied considerably depending
on the technical assumptions made (and, of course, the unfortunate
exceptions would disproportionately be in the nation's largest markets).
But allocating more than 6 MHz would present grave problems, both
in terms of total spectrum and in terms of repacking. Thus, the FCC
tentatively decided that "systems requiring more than 6 MHz to broadcast an incompatible signal, such as the MUSE 9 MHz system, will
not be authorized for terrestrial broadcast service." It also decided to
consider "only those plans that would use 6 MHz or less of additional
bandwidth per station. "31 The FCC intends to give additional spectrum
to existing broadcasters to use for HDTV, insofar as the overall allocation of spectrum to television (including the now unused channels)
permits.
The Japanese and the Europeans are introducing HDTV via satellite.
When enough of their citizens have HDTV (or, in the European case,
the transitional D2-MAC) receivers, they can end terrestrial television
broadcasts, thus liberating the television portion of the terrestrial transmission spectrum. The United States has decided to fit HDTV into the
already crowded terrestrial television spectrum. Thus, the United States
will have a heavily squeezed HDTV system (with the extra costs, compromised quality, and reduced scope for later enhancements that this
implies). At the same time, less spectrum will be available for other
uses. In the medium run the FCC apparently means to give each established broadcaster another 6 MHz channel to use for HDTV. This
will not directly take spectrum from other uses. It will, however, use
spectrum that is not currently used and could otherwise be transferred
to other uses.32 In the long run, probably after a lengthy transition
period, currently scheduled to last to the year 2008, NTSC broadcasts
can be phased out. Then the HDTV channels will presumably be locked
up for television use (in contrast to the situation in Japan and Europe).
Although the FCC is considering how and when to recapture the NTSC
channels, we doubt that broadcasters will be forced to give up their
NTSC channels as soon as NTSC broadcasts cease to be the most
30. FCC (1988, tables 1 and 2); modifiedin a separatereport,December1989.
4 and 82).
31. FCC (1988, paragraphs
32. Actually,theFCCproposesif necessaryto rescindthelicensesof somelow-powered
TV and nonprofitTV stationsin orderto provideHDTVchannelsto existingcommercial
broadcasters.See FCC Notice of ProposedRulemaking,November1991.
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socially valuable use of those channels. In short, we fear that the FCC's
attachment to established broadcasters has led to some very unfortunate
decisions regarding spectrum allocation.
Other Major Decisions by the FCC
The FCC decided to protect the installed base in the hands of consumers as well as to protect the existing broadcast industry. Specifically,
it decided that the introduction of HDTV must not strand owners of
existing sets. Either the HDTV system must be "receiver compatible"
(that is, produce an NTSC-quality picture on an NTSC receiver), or a
separate NTSC or receiver-compatible signal must be "simulcast"
alongside NTSC for an unspecified period of time until NTSC can be
abandoned .

This decision was probably redundant since totally incompatible systems are very hard to get adopted; the CBS color standard is a classic
example, as we will explain. Or it may simply be wise advice to a
nascent HDTV industry. However, it may also prevent the adoption of
incompatible systems that nevertheless can be viewed on an NTSC
receiver equipped with a (perhaps inexpensive) "decoder." NHK's
system has this property.34
Finally, the FCC appears to have been painfully aware of the AM
stereo debacle in which the FCC announced a procedure to pick among
the contending AM stereo technologies, followed the procedure, and
then withdrew its designation after protests from some broadcasters,
amid concern about possible litigation by losing proponents. Perhaps
33. See Synopsisof Notice of ProposedRulemaking,1991, FederalRegister, 56, p.
of thisdecisionis thatsincetheFCCmeansto allocateHDTV
58207. Anotherinterpretation
channelsto existing stations,it mustregardHDTVas an upgradeto NTSCratherthanas
a new service-otherwise its allocationplanfor the additionalspectrummightviolatethe
Ashbackerdoctrine.(The U.S. SupremeCourtheld in 1945 thatto awarda franchiseto
one applicantthat makes it impossibleto awarda similarfranchiseto anotherwithouta
comparativehearingviolates the latter'srights.) For some discussionof this, and of the
FCC'sproposalsfor exactlywhat"simulcasting"shouldmean,see Broadcasting,October
28, 1991, p. 27.
34. In FCC(1988, para. 126 (3)) this issue is mentioned,but it does not seem to have
had much impact. We do not know why. The ability to make an incompatiblesystem
compatibleat a social cost below the reportedretail price of $150 should change the
calculationsaboutwhetherto perpetuatean inefficientuse of spectrumin orderto protect
the installedbase of sets.
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partly in response to this, the commission stated in September 1989
that it will indeed set a terrestrial HDTV standard, although it "will
not retard" the adoption of HDTV by other media; it will not, as in
AM stereo, say "let the marketdecide" and then let the marketlanguish.35
The process for setting a standard is as follows. Proponents provided
details and prototypes of their systems to the ATTC, a special-purpose,
private, nonprofit testing body funded by industry contributions (predominantly from television networks) and by fees paid by system proponents. The ATTC is currently testing systems in a simulated-broadcast
environment, complete with artificially produced interference (including an actual vacuum cleaner motor). CableLabs is undertaking parallel
testing for cable transmission. These tests will measure objective aspects of system quality and will produce high-definition videotapes of
the simulated reception of the various systems. Nonexpert viewers at
the Advanced Television Evaluation Laboratory (ATEL) in Ottawa will
then subjectively evaluate these videotapes.
After its tests are complete (in late 1992), the ATTC will report to
the FCC's Advisory Committee, which will make a recommendation
to the FCC, which will then choose a standard. Although the FCC is
not bound to follow the Advisory Committee's recommendation, it
would be surprising if, after setting up such a structure, it did not do
so. The Advisory Committee is seeking information about costs as well
as quality of the different systems, but this information is proving hard
to gather since no equivalent of "testing" is practical.36 As a result,
it seems to us that the structure is disposed to select the system that
will yield the highest quality, subject to the bandwidth constraints imposed by the FCC. The FCC thus set up a development contest in which
contestants tried to squeeze as good a signal as possible into a 6 MHz
additional channel.
To keep from stranding the installed base of NTSC receivers, the
35. Of course,the FCCseems to have hadsimilarintentionsin the case of AM stereo.
See Besen and Johnson(1986). The FCC is carefullynot doing the HDTV testingitself.
The ATTChas asked sponsorsfor inputon the fair designof the test process,and it has
received signed statementsacceptingthe fairnessof the process. EdmundL. Andrews,
"Six Systems in Searchof Approvalas HDTV Moves to the Testing Lab," New York
Times,August 18, 1991, p. F7.
36. Conversationwith LaurenceJ. Thorpe,the chairmanof Systems Subcommittee
WorkingParty3 (EconomicAssessment),February1992. See also that subcommittee's
FourthReport,January1992, pp. 6-7.
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HDTV standard must be receiver compatible or else NTSC broadcasts
must be "simulcast" alongside HDTV broadcasts during a probably
long transition period. Because receiver-compatible or "augmentation"
systems use the NTSC signal rather than discard it and start over, they
would make more efficient use of spectrum in the short run. But they
lock in the NTSC signal. A "simulcast" system may enable the United
States to abandon NTSC broadcasts and reclaim the spectrum eventually. For this reason, and also because allocating even 3 additional MHz
of contiguous spectrum is more problematic than allocating 6 additional
MHz of noncontiguous spectrum (augmentation channels preferably
should be contiguous), the FCC has decided to use a simulcast approach.37
Proposed HDTV Systems
The history of the contest so far is striking mainly in that most
proponents dropped out or merged with one another before testing began. When the FCC issued its "Tentative Decision and Further Notice
of Inquiry" in September 1988, there were 23 proposals. The list shrank
to six before the fall of 1991 when testing began. The six still in
contention were NHK's Narrow-MUSE; "Spectrum-Compatible" SCHDTV from Zenith and AT&T; DigiCipher and the ATVA Progressive
System from the American Television Alliance (General Instrument and
MIT); and the Advanced Television Research Consortium's ACTV and
ADTV (the consortium consists of North American Philips, Sarnoff
Research Labs, NBC, and Thomson). ACTV has since been withdrawn.
Because of the spectrum constraints imposed by the FCC's attachment to terrestrial broadcasting (and broadcasters), the key problem
facing would-be developers of a U.S. HDTV standard is signal compression. An impressive variety of compression algorithms has been proposed. For example, Osborne (now withdrawnfrom the contest) developed
an augmentation system in which an HDTV receiver takes the NTSC
signal and interpolates from it to form a tentative high-definition picture.
(This is roughly what many improved-definition television (IDTV) systems, already available in stores, do.) The augmentation channel is then
used primarily to correct interpolation errors (measured in the studio
by comparing the true high-definition picture with the picture as down37. Federal Register, 55, September 26, 1990, p. 39275.
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graded to NTSC and then interpolated back up). Another set of compression techniques depends on the fact that the human eye (other than Ted
Williams's) does not readily perceive much detail or color in a moving
image. Yet another strategy is to exploit the fact that the typical picture
on television is almost identical to the frame before. Only a modest
amount of "change" information usually needs to be sent, but occasionally there is a sudden shift! When many pixels do change, it is
often because the camera is panning, and some systems have economical
ways to transmit this panning information. All of this conserves spectrum, but it imposes severe computing requirements on receivers and
studio equipment alike. Proprietary compression techniques are also
prospectively a source of considerable financial return for system developers .38
For some time Zenith was the main contender that was wholly American. Sarnoff had some European partners, and General Instrument and
MIT were seemingly not taken seriously. Zenith then sold its computer
business, almost as if to say to the FCC, "Pick our standard or risk
losing the last American TV manufacturer." Until June 1990, the closing date for entries in the FCC-ATTC sweepstakes for HDTV, Zenith
apparently believed that its system was as good as any other and that
it would win because of the nationality issue.
Meanwhile, many experts had suggested that it might be the wrong
time to pick an HDTV standard. In the then-current state of technology,
it would have to be at least partially an analog standard, and if the
United States waited a decade it should be possible to design an alldigital system. On the last day for entries, however, General Instrument
entered its system-and, to the surprise of almost all industry observers,
it was an all-digital system. All the remaining proponents except NHK
then developed all-digital systems within a year.
EDTV: A Threat?
In Japan, where HDTV is already being broadcast, some observers
think that its success is threatened by ClearVision, an EDTV system.
In Europe many believe that MAC is doomed because broadcasters

38. See "High DefinitionTelevision:The Worldat War," TheEconomist,vol. 316,
August4, 1990, p. 59.
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prefer to use EDTV such as PAL + and to wait for an all-digital system
to become available. Recall that EDTV requires only modest changes
in the broadcast signal and does not degrade-indeed, sometimes improves-reception in existing receivers.
Is EDTV also a threat to HDTV in the United States? First, Faroudja's
SuperNTSC reportedly produces a much improved picture at very modest cost: an incremental cost for receivers of about $300 and for broadcasters of about $300,000 (roughly 10 and 30 times less than the
corresponding numbers for HDTV). SuperNTSC withdrew from the
FCC process after the FCC stated that it was looking for a true HDTV
system, not (initially) EDTV.39 Yves Faroudja has stated that his incremental improvements probably do not require FCC approval and can
simply be implemented; indeed, there have already been test broadcasts.40

The early rejection of EDTV by the FCC exemplifies a bias toward
high-quality, high-cost solutions, or "gold plating." As we explain
later, we expect another layer of gold plating in the choice among HDTV
systems because the testing process is better able to judge quality than
to compare expected future manufacturing costs.

Technology Choice
The United States has taken a very different approach to HDTV
technology selection than has either Japan or Europe. Japan picked
HiVision at a very early stage, subsidized its (and apparently only its)
development, and promoted it heavily. The Europeans adopted a similar
approach. They chose the MAC standard relatively early and supported
it through Eureka. This highly centralized approach forgoes the benefits
of competition in research and development (including both incentive
effects and diversification advantages) in order to avoid duplication of
effort and to gain planning economies from an early knowledge of what
system will be put in place. The U.S. process, by contrast, is encouraging intersystem rivalry at least until 1993, when the FCC plans to
39. Federal Register, 55, September 26, 1990, p. 39275.

40. RobertD. Hof, "Poor Man's HDTV?"BusinessWeek,June24, 1991, pp. 10810.
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pick a standard, and potentially after that if nonterrestrial systems pick
a different standard. This approach involves delay (which has certain
advantages with rapidly advancing technology) and some inevitable
duplication of effort.41 The U.S. approach also harnesses competitive
forces and offers some social diversification. It remains to be seen how
the fully centralized approach will perform relative to the semicentralized approach being taken in the United States. As of this writing,
decentralization is looking good.
Of course, HDTV is seriously flawed even as a single data point in
such an ambitious comparative systems question. For instance, the
different jurisdictions are choosing at significantly different times, and
the fact that the United States is likely to end up with a system that is
technically superior to HiVision and MAC cannot be entirely credited
to the virtues of competition. We must also credit the effluxion of time.
Still, had the FCC pursued a Japanese- or European-style approach,
General Instrument would surely not have been the developer chosen,
and all-digital HDTV would perhaps still be seen as a decade away.
Among the benefits of a decentralized system is the opportunity for
even rank outsiders to prove their stuff.
We turn now from our political-economic narrative to discuss some
issues in economic theory that arise directly out of the technologychoice process in HDTV, especially as it is being undertaken in the
United States. We organize this discussion around the decision problem
facing a public authority such as the FCC.
The General Problem
Choosing a standard for HDTV transmission is an example of the
general problem of choice among competing technologies. In many
markets this is not a public policy problem: it is optimal to let the
market choose and quite possible to have many technologies persist
side by side. But when compatibility and network externalities are

41. Duplicativeexpenditureshave not been enormous,at least by the standardsof the
numbersbandiedin the industrialpolicy debateon HDTV. U.S. proponents'development
costs as of 1990 appearedto rangefrom $2 millionto $100 million. See Bob McMahon,
"HDTV:Worthall theFuss?"SanFranciscoExaminer,April29, 1990,p. D 1;andDwight
B. Davis, "U.S. Strugglesfor HDTV Agenda," ElectronicBusiness, August20, 1990,
p. 39.
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significant, it may be wise to have a central authority pick a single
technology. The FCC's view-with which we are inclined to agreeis that this is the case with HDTV.
Consider then the following general setting. Several incompatible
technologies are under development or potentially under development.
All are designed to serve the same demand. Each technology can be
improved through additional development efforts, although improvement is stochastic. Once a system is introduced commercially, it becomes much harder to improve since equipment, once sold, embodies
the technology in place as of the system's date of introduction. Ultimately, only one technology can survive; if several are introduced and
compete, some consumers will be left with equipment that is incompatible with the winning system.
We will focus on the case in which, as in the U.S. process, competing
systems are developed privately for profit. The central authority (which
we will often refer to as the "FCC" for short) has decided to choose
a "winner" in some administrative fashion before any sales to market
participants begin, and it can within limits determine the structure of
rewards to the winner and perhaps to others.
What legal or institutional systems perform well in this setting?
Performance involves at least the following considerations: entry and
exit of contestants in the development competition (that is, the number
of technologies pursued throughout the development process, possibly
based on the progress achieved by each); the date at which a new
technology is commercialized; the choice of which technology is introduced; and the speed and extent of diffusion of the selected technology. We will examine those aspects of the problem that seem most
relevant for HDTV.
Market Intervention: Pros and Cons
Economists naturally begin by asking whether any centralized intervention in technology choice is warranted. Why not rely fully on the
market to pick a technology? If the FCC decided to rely solely on the
market in the case of HDTV, it might sell or give away spectrum space,
allow spectrum to be traded, and let the owners of the spectrum decide
on the format of the signals they transmit, so long as they do not interfere
with others' signals. This is close to the FCC's approach in the case
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of AM stereo radio.42 The commission, however, has explicitly rejected
market reliance for HDTV. We can still briefly consider the pros and
cons of such an approach.
A fully market-driven process might operate roughly as follows.
Sponsors would compete to develop HDTV systems. At any time a
sponsor could choose to introduce its system-that is, make its HDTV
receivers (and transmission equipment) commercially available. In response, sponsors of rival systems might introduce their systems, either
immediately or with a lag. Any HDTV sponsor commercializing its
technology would choose the price for its receivers (and transmission
equipment). The sponsor also might put into place a licensing policy.
For example, it might make its technology available to others at a
specified royalty rate. A low royalty rate might help promote the system,
especially if the sponsor were committed to such licensing for an extended period of time.43 For example, to enhance market adoption,
RCA voluntarily shared a great deal of NTSC technology for some
years after the NTSC color standard was picked.44 Vertical integration
strategies may also help. RCA's subsidiary, NBC, was for many years
the main provider of prime-time color programming, and the purchases
of Columbia by Sony and of MCA by Matsushita may have been intended
in part to guarantee the availability of some HDTV programming.
Leaving the choice of a technology standard to the market surely has
advantages. The market can judge quality after development has been
completed, and it can get a firm indication of cost. Bright ideas from
unexpected sources such as General Instrument may be able to thrive
better than under an administrative approach. Finally, the bandwagon
competition will likely keep prices low (perhaps even below cost) early
on, plausibly helping to establish a viable network.
All the same, many of the common reasons for presuming that market
equilibria are efficient do not apply to technology choice problems,
especially those with network externalities. For example, there is little
reason to expect market forces to yield a socially desirable portfolio of
development projects as system sponsors decide whether to enter or

42. Besen and Johnson(1986).
43. The value of such commitmentis analogousto that studiedunderthe rubricof
secondsourcing.See Shepard(1987); and Farrelland Gallini(1988).
44. Levy (1981).
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exit from the development competition (and how hard to work). There
is no reason to expect that market forces will cause a new generation
of products to be introduced at the optimal time.45 Nor should we expect
the ex post market diffusion of the chosen technology to be optimal.
Reliance on the market may lead to a prolonged period of confusion
or uncertainty during which multiple systems compete and many consumers wait until they think they can see who will win the market
bandwagon contest. Market competition also may leave some consumwith abandoned, incompatible
bold ones-stranded
ers-the
equipment. In general, the market may not solve efficiently the coordination problems involved in picking a standard. In addition, the natural monopoly aspect of technology standards may lead to ex post
market power and resulting inefficiencies that may be severe when
network externalities are important, as we discuss later.
Although it is sometimes appropriate to rely on market forces to
select technology standards, thoughtful intervention may be advisable.
In the case of HDTV, the FCC is managing the transition to HDTV,
and we focus on how such centralized management should be done. At
the same time, we would like to take the edge off the traditional distinction between fully decentralized market processes and centralized
choice. In many industries where standards are important, the "market"
process includes an explicitly cooperative phase during which industry
members meet and agree on voluntary industry standards. And, on the
other hand, with HDTV the FCC is relying heavily on an industrybased Advisory Committee to recommend a standard, as it did with
previous generations of television.
The Problem Facing a Standard-Setting Authority
Given competing technologies that are stochastically improving, what
policies should a central authority establish to influence the research
and development competition, the timing of adoption, the choice of

45. Thispointis well knownin thecontextof patentraces.Withembodiedtechnological
progress,each developerrealizesthatearly introductionhas preemptionvalue but that it
may underminesuccess if the systemis not advancedenoughto attractconsumerdemand
or to fend off later, superioralternatives.See Katzand Shapiro(1992) for an analysisof
marketbiases in the timingof new productintroductionin a model with networkexternalities,althoughtheirmodel has only one potentialentrant.
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technology, and the diffusion of the technology? First, we will address
the question in terms of ex post concerns. Given several choices for a
standard at a given time, but limited information about those choices,
how do alternative procedures perform in selecting a standard? We then
address ex ante concerns. What methods for choosing a system will
have desirable properties in terms of entry and exit choices by developers and the timing of technology introduction, as well as the ultimate
diffusion of that technology?

Technology Choice Rules: Ex Post Concerns
In this section we postpone assessing the effects of different rules
(on sponsors' participation decisions, for example) and consider only
what selection rules are likely to perform well given the options and
the information available when a choice is made. We address the tradeoffs that arise when a technically superior system is more expensive
than an inferior system or when two systems differ in more than one
aspect of quality (for example, when one system provides a better
picture for viewers in the central service area, while another provides
a better picture for viewers near the fringe of the reception area). We
find that the traditional prescription for socially optimal quality choicechoose according to the average buyer's willingness to pay for qualitymust be modified when network externalities are important; marginal
buyers' preferences should also count since it is their choices that determine the size of the network and thus the extent of network externalities. The buyers are households considering buying HDTV receivers,
and the network externalities come from provision of programming and
transmission

choices.

First we assume, unrealistically, that the FCC has a great deal of
information on the costs and qualities of the various systems, as well
as on demand and consumer benefits. Then we ask how the FCC should
choose a system when it has incomplete information. Of course, if the
FCC's information, although incomplete, is as good as anyone's, then
this is simply a matter of choice under uncertainty. But if the FCC
knows less about certain aspects of the competing systems than do the
systems' proponents, a more interesting problem arises.
The ATTC, CableLabs, and the ATEL are likely to give the FCC as
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good information as is available about the technical quality of the competing systems. But the Advisory Committee's attempts to learn about
the costs (to consumers, to broadcasters, and to other participants) of
the competing systems are less well organized and may produce less
reliable information. Given that the information is less reliable, it seems
rational to give it less weight. There is, however, an alternative: use
incentive mechanisms to induce proponents to reveal their private information about costs. We investigate this possibility.
Specifically, we pose the following question: Given a number of
candidate HDTV systems differing in quality and cost, and given that
quality is observed by both the FCC and sponsors but cost is observed
only by a system's sponsor, how do various selection procedures perform in picking the system offering the highest net benefits from HDTV?
In principle, the presence of private information need not lead to inefficient choice: a Groves-style modification of the Loeb-Magat mechanism yields the first-best outcome.46 Extant and proposed choice
mechanisms, however, bear little resemblance to such a mechanism.
Later we will discuss auction mechanisms, which have been proposed

by some critics of the FCC's selection policy.47

The meritsof auctions

cannot be assessed without evaluating the FCC's intellectual property
policy. We explain how the two interact.
Quality Choice with Complete Information
In this subsection we ask the following question: If the FCC has full
information on the competing systems, how should it trade off quality
and cost when picking a new technology subject to network externalities?
A STATICMODEL. Let consumers be indexed by their willingness

to

pay for HDTV, above and beyond NTSC. The willingness to pay for
an HDTV set by consumer z is given by v(z, q, x). Define the index z
so that vz < 0; a higher index thus denotes a lower willingness to pay
for HDTV. The quality of a system is denoted by q, and the total number
of buyers (that is, the network size) is x. For convenience, we define
the willingness to pay by the marginal buyer as p(x, q)
v(x, q, x).

46. Loeb and Magat(1979).
47. See, for example, Donlan(1991).
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The cost of manufacturing sets to quality q, above and beyond the cost
of a NTSC set, is given by c(q). Consumer z's net willingness to pay
for quality is vq(z, q, x) -

c'(q).

Assuming that sets are available at cost (that is, that sets are supplied
perfectly competitively), the total number of sets that will be purchased
if quality q is selected is given implicitly by
v(x, q, x) = c(q),

(1)

which can also be written as p(x, q) = c(q). Total welfare (gross
consumer benefits less production costs) is-

W(q)

f

[v(z, q, x) - c(q)]dz,

where x depends on q as given implicitly by equation 1.
We imagine that a number of systems might be available, representing different points on the quality-cost tradeoff, c(q). To learn
which of these systems is best to select, we can see how welfare varies
with q, accounting for the higher costs that go along with systems of
higher quality. To find the optimal quality, differentiate W with respect
to q to obtain
(2)

W'(q)

=

J [vq(z,q, x)

-

dx
c'(q)]dz +
J

V(Z,

q, x)dz.

The first term in equation 2 is aggregate net willingness to pay for
quality, given network size x. The second term reflects the effect on
benefits of an adjustment in network size because of the quality change.
Recall that network size is not optimally set; indeed, the network size
is too small from a social perspective because of the positive externalities generated when an individual joins the network (buys a set).
Equation 2 can be expressed in terms of several intuitive economic
measures of benefit. Call the elasticity of demand for sets E-that is,
the price elasticity corresponding to the inverse demand curve p (x, q).
Define the average net willingness to pay for quality as

tO

A--

1 fx
A [vq(z, q, x) - c'(q)]dz,
x

and the marginal net willingness to pay for quality as
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vq(x,

q, x) -

c'(q).

Finally, define the "externality ratio" as
_

E

fS vX(z, q, x)dz
v(x, q, x)

the ratio of external benefits to private benefits for the marginal participant on the network (marginal buyer of a set). With these definitions,
it is not hard to show that the quality of sets conforming to a socially
optimal product standard must satisfy the following equation:
(3)

A + MEE = O.

If the marginal buyer places the same marginal value on quality as
does the average buyer, then the rule for choosing the optimal quality
is sirnple: set the net willingness to pay of the marginal buyer and
average buyer equal to zero. More generally, however, optimal quality
choice involves a tradeoff between the interests of the average consumer
and those of the marginal consumer; optimality requires that the average
and marginal buyers' net willingness to pay are of opposite signs.
0 then quality should be
If there are no network externalities, E
0,
chosen to set average net willingness to pay to zero. (Remember that
net willingness to pay accounts for production costs.) With network
externalities, however, some weight should be given to the marginal
buyer's willingness to pay, M. The greater the elasticity of demand for
sets and the greater the externality ratio, the more weight should be
given to the marginal buyer.48
Take the realistic case in which the marginal buyer is less willing
to pay for quality than is the average buyer: M < A. Then equation 3
requires that A > 0 and M < 0. In other words, quality should not be
pushed up to the point where the extra production cost equals the average
buyer's willingness to pay for extra quality. The greater is elasticity of
demand or the network externalities, the greater is the shortfall between
optimal quality and the quality sought by the average user. In the case
of HDTV, this reinforces our fear that an excessively costly system
may be chosen. The Advisory Committee is likely to try to trade off

48. A monopolistwould be exclusivelyconcernedaboutthe willingnessto pay of the
marginalbuyer.
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quality versus cost based on the perceived preferences of an average
user. (As we discuss elsewhere, it also is likely to fall into a goldplating trap even by that standard.)
This model especially begs to be placed in a dynamic framework:
since, in a (continuous-time) dynamic adoption model, to paraphrase
Andy Warhol, everyone is marginal for 15 minutes, interpreting results
such as equation 3 is difficult. We therefore formulate a dynamic model
of adoption with network externalities.
A DYNAMICMODEL. Denote consumer z's flow benefit (in excess of

NTSC flows) by v(z, q, x) if network size is X.49Again consumers are
indexed by z with v, < 0. Again define the willingness to pay by the
marginal buyer as p(x, q)
v(x, q, x). The total flow benefits are
B(x, q) =

(4)

v(z, q, x)dz.

The incremental unit cost (in comparison with NTSC) of manufacturing
an HDTV set under the system with quality q, at date t, is c(q, t),
where c, < 0.
Write x(q, t) for the number of people who have bought a set by
date t; the number of people actually buying at date t is x,(q, t). Each
consumer has perfect foresight regarding HDTV receiver prices, which
equal manufacturing costs at each point in time. Consumers also can
foresee the evolution of network size, x(q, t).
From the consumer's point of view, buying a set earlier requires an
earlier outlay of the set cost, c(q, t), and means forgoing any subsequent
declines in prices. Consumer z, taking as given the growth of the installed base of HDTV receivers, x(q, t), chooses a purchase date t to
maximize
J

v[z, q, x(q, s)]e-rs ds - c(q, t)ert.

49. Ourmodelmakesthe simplifyingassumptionthatnetworkexternalitiesat any time
are determinedby the size of the installedbase at thattime. This assumptionwill fail if,
as is likely, broadcasters
andprogramsupplierslook aheadandpredictconsumers'adoption
decisions (or, for that matter,if there is a lag in theirresponse).We also abstractfrom
issues involvingthe gradualdepreciationof existingNTSCsets. In otherwords,we ignore
this fact: the day one's NTSC color set breaksdown is a likely day for one to go buy an
HDTV set.
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It is not hard to show that consumer z's optimal purchase date t satisfies
v[z, q, x(q, t)] = rc(q, t) -

c,(q, t).

We assume that the righthand side of this expression declines with time.
Then the consumer's optimum is unique since x can only rise over time.
The fulfilled-expectations network evolution path x(q, t) is thus given
implicitly by
v(x, q, x) = rc(q, t) -

(5)

c,(q, t).

Total welfare is
W

(6)

B(x, q)ert

= f

dit -

f

xt(q, t)c(q, t)e-rt dt.

The final term in equation 6 measures the total cost of producing HDTV
receivers. Integrating it by parts, we see that total costs are
7

x(q, t)[rc(q, t) - ct(q, t)]e-rt dt.

(Think of each consumer with an HDTV set at date t as incurring a
"user cost" rc(q, t) - ct(q, t) at date t, regardless of when the consumer bought the set.50) Substituting this term into equation 6, and
substituting also for B(x, q) using equation 4, we have

w=

v(z, q, x) dzle-rt dt

-

fx(rc

- ct)e-rt

dt.

Differentiating with respect to q to find the optimal quality choice, we
obtain

Wq=

f

[f

(vq+

vxXq)ddz ertc dt +

-

xq(rc

-ct)e-rt

f

Xqv(x,

dt -

7

q, x)e-rt dt
x(rcq

-

cq,)e-rt dt.

Happily, the middle two of these four integrals cancel since equation

50. Integrationby partsconfirmsthataddingup theseflow usercosts beginningat date
s gives a discountedtotal of c(q, s).
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5 tells us that v(x, q, x) = rc
we get

(7)

Wq =

I

LI

-

c. Noting this, and slightly rewriting,

vq(z, q, x) dz e-rt dt-

+

f

xq

x(rcq

-

cqt)ert

dt

vx(z, q, x) dz e- rt dt.

The first two terms in equation 7 would be present without network
externalities (in other words, even with vx = 0). The integrand in the
first integral measures the extra benefits at each point in time that will
be enjoyed if quality is higher. The second term measures the extra
cost of providing higher quality; rcq + Cqt is the increment to each
user's flow cost at date t on account of a higher quality.
The first two terms in 7 describe the basic cost and benefits of selecting higher quality when consumers are gradually adopting a techconjunction with demand
nology. In principle, equation 7-in
information, v(z, q, x), and cost information, c(q, t)-can inform the
choice between, say, a system that is relatively unambitious technically
and thus inexpensive and an ambitious system that is much more expensive early on but only marginally more expensive once the technology matures.
The final term in 7 captures the network externality effects. Without
network externalities, we would have vx = 0 and this term would vanish.
At each point in time, this term measures the effect of quality on network
size, xq, multiplies this by the total benefits of a larger network, F(x)
- fo vxdz, and then discounts.
Note that the effect of higher quality on network size, xq, may be
positive at some dates and negative at other dates. Recall that x(q, t)
is the equilibrium network evolution function, accounting for the higher
cost of higher quality. From the definition of x(q, t), equation 5, we
Cqt. An
can see that xq(q, t) > 0 if and only if vq(x, q, x) > rcq
increase in quality will increase the installed base at date t if and only
if the net willingness to pay for quality among those actually buying
(adopting) at date t exceeds the increment in user cost at date t on
account of the higher quality. Since by assumption users can differ in
their valuations of quality, and since quality and network size (a proxy
-
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for programming supply) may interact, this tradeoff could go different
ways at different dates.
A costly increase in quality will augment network benefits if on
average the quality increase raises network size at times when such
increases are most valuable-that is, at times when many people are
on the network or when those on the network highly value the addition
of new users.51
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FCC. The FCC should lean toward picking a
system that will accelerate adoption at those dates when network externalities are most sensitive to total network size (that is, when F(x)
is large). Since the network externalities are generated through the
supply of programming, the key issue is this: at what point in time will
more rapid adoption stimulate a greater supply of programming-the
production of material in HDTV format, the conversion of material into
HDTV format, and, most important, the delivery of HDTV signals to
the home?
The FCC should thus favor a system that appeals to customers who
will be marginal buyers of HDTV sets at the time when broadcasters
and programmers are considering hopping on the HDTV bandwagon.
Industry commentators believe that this time will probably be two to
five years after the FCC chooses a standard. It would thus seem desirable
not to cater to the "vidiots," those video-hungry consumers who will
be the first to adopt HDTV, even when programming is in very short
supply. Nor would it seem desirable to cater to the laggards in an attempt
to accelerate or achieve universal HDTV service. Once substantially
all programming is produced and distributed in HDTV format, there
are no further network externalities generated by additional consumer
adoption. This suggests to us that it would be wise to evaluate a system' s
cost after several years of production experience. Indeed, the Advisory
Committee's Working Party 4 has proposed that costs to consumers be
assessed (as best they can be predicted) after five years of production.52
Our analysis can readily be adapted to give the ingredients necessary
51. If we make the reasonable(albeitperhapsoptimistic)assumptionthat eventually
all householdswill adoptHDTV, then lim,,,. x(q, t) = X for all q, whereX is the total
populationsize. In this case, usingx(q, 0) = 0, we musthave f ' x, dt = X, and hence
Xqt dt = 0. The final term in equation 7 is thus of the form f' xq F(x)ert- dt, where
fOO
fOOXqt dt = 0.

52. DocumentSS/WP4-0079,November5, 1991.
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to trade off one dimension of quality (for example, signal clarity for
the household at the median distance from the transmission facility)
against another dimension of quality (for example, total size of viewing
area). The marginal benefits of each quality dimension, including network externality effects, can be compared with costs, and thus to each
other, or the model could be changed in minor ways to make the comparison a direct one.
Mechanism Design Meets the FCC
Our analysis so far has assumed that system costs and quality are
directly observable by the FCC. That seems unlikely to be true, especially for costs. System proponents (developers) may well know more
than is readily observable. Can a standard selection process be designed
to provide incentives that enable such private information to affect the
final decision? In this section we illustrate that possibility with a mechanism-design approach for our technology selection problem. Our point
is not the details of a mechanism that (in an inevitably oversimplified
model) works in this respect; rather, it is that such information can
potentially be elicited, and the FCC should evaluate its choice procedure
from this perspective among others.
One Groves-style mechanism that works is as follows: let each system
i make a claim (that is, an announcement) regarding its unobservable
manufacturing cost function, ci(xi). The FCC then picks the system
that will produce the greatest net benefits, max.,i B(qi, xi) - ci(xi),
assuming that the true cost equals the announced cost and that receivers
are made available to consumers so as to maximize net benefits given
that cost function. Here B(q, x) is the gross benefit function and xi is
the quantity of sets that will be sold if system i is selected. The net
benefits from choosing

system i are W(qi, ci) = B(qi, xi) -

ci(xi).

If the second-place system in terms of net benefits is system j, then
the winning firm receives from the FCC as a payment B (qi, xi) W(qj, cj), and it is required to supply xi* sets without further compensation; the sets will then be distributed. (In practice, the price should
be allowed to adjust so that sales are xi*.) Losing firms are charged no
fees and paid no money.
It is simple to check that (a) it does not pay to misrepresent one's
cost function and (b) the best system is chosen and the optimal quantity
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of sets is supplied. This is simply an example of the "externality"
payment principle as in the Groves mechanism.53 If system i is chosen,
the sponsor of system i gets the benefits but must pay for the forgone
benefits from choosing the next-best system, j. The winning firm is
given the full amount of the benefits it generates, but it must bear its
own production costs. Development costs are assumed to be sunk at
this stage of the game, and therefore they play no part here.
We are not proposing this approach as a practical solution for the
FCC. Obviously, although the mechanism addresses the issue of private
information about costs, it requires knowledge about demand conditions
(the benefit function), and it would not work if the sponsor played any
role in promoting set demand, or if the sponsor (for efficiency) continued
to work on the technology after it is chosen. The mechanism we describe
also operates at a deficit.
Simple Ex Post Rules for Technology Choice
Our "optimal mechanism" showed that private information problems can sometimes be resolved through appropriate incentive structures. We now consider more realistic technology choice procedures
that might elicit private information: auction mechanisms. A variety of
possible mechanisms might be termed "auctions." In particular, it is
often suggested that franchise auctions should take the form of a binding
promise of a low price to consumers and that the lowest price should
win. Such auctions often run into serious problems, especially if costs
are very uncertain, if the "franchise" must be long term, and if quality
differences are potentially important.54 Here we assume instead that
proponents make no promises about prices (except as required by a
reasonable-royalty policy, which we will discuss). Proponents would
simply offer money in return for being chosen as the HDTV standard.
The proponent who offered the most money would win.
AN AUCTIONMECHANISM.An auction mechanism has attractive fea-

tures. Obviously, it would be a handy source of government revenues,
and it might displace some distortionary taxation (now or in the future).
It also would have some direct efficiency effects. Other things being

53. Loeb and Magat (1979).
54. Williamson (1976).
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equal, a proponent whose system is cheaper or technically superior
could expect to earn greater profits if chosen and therefore would be
willing to bid more. The mechanism will tend to pick the cheapest or
the best system, just as an auction of a painting tends to put the painting
into the hands of the buyer who values it the most. Moreover, this is
achieved without the need for formal comparisons on the part of the
FCC. This need not mean a social saving on administrative costs since
potential bidders must bear costs of preparing bids, but it may be helpful
if the FCC is particularly slow or bad at assessing the costs and benefits
of competing systems.
An auction mechanism also has disadvantages. First, since systems
plausibly differ on many quality dimensions as well as on costs, the
structure of cost and demand facing one system may have different
properties (including demand elasticity) than that facing another. If so,
the ratio of monopoly profits to consumer surplus may differ, and therefore the auction mechanism, which picks the most profitable system,
may fail to pick the system with the highest total social surplus (profits
plus consumer surplus) . It is unclear to us how to model such problems
for technology selection in general or for HDTV in particular, so we
say no more along these lines.
Second, this form of auction will lead to monopoly pricing with
resulting deadweight losses. Deadweight losses may be particularly high
in markets where network externalities are important. Recall that deadweight loss stems from a monopolist's reduction in output below the
competitive level. In a non-networks market, for each consumer who
does not buy, society loses only the net value of that consumer's consumption-and when price is not far above marginal cost, that net value
is small. In a networks market, however, there is an additional social
loss: inframarginal consumers derive less value from their purchase
because of the loss of the marginal consumer. Thus, for any given
reduction in output below a competitive level, the social loss is more
severe when network externalities are important.
We illustrate this point in figure 1. The network size under marginalcost pricing is x*, and xm is the network size under monopoly pricing.
The demand curve DD is p = v(z, z); the willingness-to-pay curve
given network size x*, that is, p = v(z, x*), is WW*; and the will55. For an analysisof auctionmechanismsalong these lines, see Borenstein(1988).
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Figure 1. DeadweightLoss from Output Reduction with Network Externalities
Dollars
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=
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Source: Authors calculations.

ingness-to-pay

curve given network size xm, that is, p

=

v(z, xm), is

wwm. The cross-hatched triangular region (bounded by xm, the demand
curve, and the marginal-cost curve, MC) is the standard monopoly
deadweight loss caused by reducing output from x* to x,n. The lined
region above the demand curve and between the two willingness-topay curves is the additional loss in the presence of network externalities.
Of course, a rational monopolist will take into account the fact that
each consumer values the good more if he expects more people to buy,
and so the reduction in output is not simply given. But as we now show
in a simple special model, the deadweight loss from monopoly pricing
is indeed a more severe problem the stronger the network externalities
are. Suppose that consumer z values the product at v(z, x)--1
+ nx
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- z if he believes that total sales will be x, where z is uniformly
distributed on an interval [0, Z] for some large enough Z, and n < 1
measures the importance of network externalities. Then the inverse
if
demand curve facing the monopolist is v(x, x) = p, or x =
marginal production cost is zero, then profits are maximized atp = pln
I 1= 2, with sales of x = Xm=
Total welfare, expressed as a
2
(1 - n)Z'
~~~~~~2
fraction of welfare under the competitive solution (p = 0 and x =
, which is decreasing in n, the importance of network
is 3
externalities .56
We argue next that policies designed to deal with the deadweightloss problem can worsen this selection problem.
POLICY. Many formal standard-setting
A REASONABLE-ROYALTY

or-

ganizations try to avert deadweight losses from monopoly pricing by
implementing a compulsory licensing policy. For example, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) rules for accrediting standards
require that any patented technology used in a proposed standard be
licensed "without compensation" or "under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination. "57 The
FCC does not have the legal authority to bind a system proponent to
compulsory licensing, but the proponents now involved have agreed to
a form of ANSI's patent policy, which requires open licensing at reasonable royalties.58 Moreover, the FCC has announced that it may
consider proponents' licensing policies in picking a standard.59 What
is "reasonable" is unclear, but industry sources suggest that royalties
on HDTV sets might be $20 per set; this is less than 1 percent of the
likely retail price.
Such a policy will presumably reduce deadweight losses. Like any
56. This highly special model omits the dynamicsof the adoptionprocess. In some
rangesadoptionof HDTV by a consumermay reducethe benefitsflowing to those who
is not fully effective.
have not yet adopted,if the FCC's NTSC simulcastingrequirement
Ourmodel omits this possibilitybecauseit seems likely thatthe FCCwill protectNTSCset ownersfrom such stranding.
57. See AppendixI, "ANSI's PatentPolicy," in ANSI(1987). Similarly,thedirectives
StandardsOrganizationrequirethatif a standardis prepared"in terms
of the International
whichincludetheuse of a patenteditem," thenthepatentholdermustpromiseto "negotiate
licences underpatentand like rightswith applicantsthroughoutthe worldon reasonable
termsand conditions."
58. Harris(1992, pt. III.c).
59. See Federal Register, 56, November 18, 1991, p. 58212.
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policies that limit a patent holder's rapacity, however, it might also
subvert the goal of intellectual property law: to reward with a degree
of monopoly power the inventor of a socially useful product. Later we
discuss whether a requirement of "reasonable royalties" unduly depresses the rewards to innovation; in the case of HDTV, the answer is
probably no.
Another consequence of a reasonable-royalty policy is a little more
subtle: it would weaken the ability of an auction mechanism to pick
the best of a group of competing systems. Thus, it may significantly
weaken an auction's efficiency appeal. A system's quality and cost are
"higher powered" considerations when a winner is unrestrained by a
compulsory licensing policy than when a winner is constrained; in the
latter case such extraneous things as estimates of demand have a more
dramatic effect on bidding behavior. We cannot expect the developers
and proponents of HDTV systems, who will certainly be expert in
HDTV technology, to also be expert in demand prediction.60 Estimates
of consumers' willingness to pay for HDTV vary wildly.61 A proponent's optimism about the HDTV market may affect its bid as much as
its knowledge about the quality and cost of its system. If so, allocation
by auction will be a distinctly imperfect way of finding the optimal
system.
We can illustrate this in a special case with linear demand: x(q, p)
O(q - p), where q is the quality and p the price of the system
chosen; 0 is a true demand parameter, not known in advance to anyone;
and proponent i gets a noisy signal of 0 that leads him to act as if he
had a firm estimate 0, of 0.62 Suppose that systems i differ with respect
to quality, qi, and marginal cost, ci. With an unrestricted monopoly,
-

the expected

profits of proponent i are given by Hi = 40i(qi

-

ci)',

60. Of course, in biddingthey will have an incentiveto investigatedemandas best
they can and to buy marketresearchfirms' demandestimates,but they are likely to be
uninformedconsumersin a marketfor information-a notoriouslytrickyposition.
61. We havebeentoldthattheFCC'sAdvisoryCommitteeset up a structureto examine
consumerdemandfor HDTV but abandonedthe effort because,at $1 million, it seemed
too costly. For a summaryof several influentialand contradictorydemandstudies, see
HouseCommitteeon Energyand Commerce(1989, pp. 576-83).
subtleties.For example, a pro62. For simplicitywe ignore some auction-theoretic
ponent'scertaintyequivalentfor 0, if one exists, will dependon the numberof bidders
becauseof the winner'scurse.
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while actual welfare under monopoly if system i wins the auction is
wi = 30(qi -

ci)2. Proponent i will not be willing to bid up to Hi,

even in a second-price auction, because of the winner's curse. Nevertheless, the winner will be the proponent with the highest value of Hi,
or equivalently of log(4Hi) = log Q + log(qi - ci). While variations in the Oiconfound the selection of the best system (the one with
the highest value of qi - ci), the effect of such variations (measured
logarithmically) is only half that of the socially informative variations

4

in qi -

4

ci.

Consider now the same auction but with reasonable royalties at a
fixed ratef. Sales if system i wins will be xi- 0(qi - ci- f), and
the winner's reward will befxi. Therefore, proponent i expects a reward
Hi = Oi(q - ci- f)f. Plausibly, f is small compared with q - ci, so
we can approximate fli, by fOi(qi - ci). Thus, an auction with realog Oi + log(qi
sonable royalties picks the highest value of log(Hi/f)/)
- ci). Variations in log Oi affect the auction as much as variations in
log(qi - ci) and thus confound the selection of the best system twice
as badly as they do without compulsory licensing.
In practice, the rewards to the winner of an auction under such an
intellectual property policy are not limited to the royalties. Much of
the winner's potential reward comes from the idiosyncratic cost advantage (or marketing advantage) that a winner enjoys just because it
developed the system. For example, not all the winner's intellectual
property and knowledge about the system must be revealed or licensed
to competitors in order (as the ANSI policies require) to enable them
to produce to the standard.63 Moreover, the winner may have an advantage in developing subsequent (compatible) enhancements to the
standard. Finally, consumers may prefer (rationally or not) to buy from
the technology's original developer. These rewards may be ratherweakly
correlated with the social quality qi - ci of the winner's system, thus
introducing more noise into the process by which an auction mechanism
picks out the best system. Moreover, these "noisy" components of the
winner' s reward are not reduced by a reasonable-royalty policy, whereas
63. In color television, RCA licenseda greatdeal of color-relatedtechnologyat first
in orderto get the technologyestablished,but aftera few yearsit announcedthatit would
no longerdo so. This did not stop othersfrom continuingto manufacturecolor sets and
equipment,butit didexertRCA'scompetitiveadvantageas thedeveloperof thetechnology.
See Levy (1981).
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"reasonable" licensing profits are likely to be much less than the monopoly profits available without licensing requirements. As a result,
this noise is relatively more important under a reasonable-royalty rule.
We have argued that a policy of "reasonable royalties" may seriously
weaken an auction's ability to pick the best system, when there are
confounding variations in sponsors' demand estimates, access to capital
markets, and so on. But a reasonable-royalty policy reduces deadweight
loss from monopoly price distortions. This may be especially important
in network markets. When, then, is such a policy desirable?
We ignore for now the possible effects on innovative effort and
address the question in the following simple model. We assume that
marginal costs are zero, and thus simplify variation in (qi, ci) to variation in qi, which we assume to be uniformly distributed on the interval
[0, 1]. Different proponents' values of qi are independent. We also
assume that the consumers of type z value the good at qi - z + nx if
they see or expect a network of size x, where z is uniformly distributed
on an interval [0, Z] for some sufficiently large Z. Thus, the ratio of
monopoly welfare to competitive welfare for a given system is (3 - 2n)/4.
In other words, for a given choice of system, a fraction (1 + 2n)/4
of potential total benefits is lost by allowing monopoly pricing.64 What
is the countervailing loss from using a less effective selection system?
It would be interesting to explore in more detail the extent to which
a reasonable-royalty rule weakens the auction's ability to pick the best
system. Here, however, we take a simpler and starker approach: out
of the 2k competitors an auction picks the best system if there is no
reasonable-royalty rule; it picks a random system if there is such a
rule.65
The expected performance of the auction with a reasonable-royalty
rule is better than that without such a rule, if and only if
n

5k - 8
>

6k

or equivalently if
64. Total social benefitswould be higherwith an adoptionsubsidythanundercompetitivepricingbecauseof the networkexternality.We realisticallyrulethis out, however,
andidentifypotentialbenefitswith competitivebenefits.
65. This is an extremeassumptionfor a purelyillustrativemodel;the pointis thatthe
rule worsensthe abilityto pick the best system.
reasonable-royalty
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8

6n'

Note that for large values of n (greater than 5/6), reasonable royalties
are desirable for any number of contestants. For larger n (network
externalities are less important), deadweight losses become more important, making reasonable royalties more attractive. For small n (n
0), even for k = 2, it is preferable to get the benefit of better system
selection than to impose a reasonable-royalty policy so as to avoid
deadweight losses from ex post monopoly.
Cost Information and the FCC's Policy
The FCC's actual policy is not an auction, and it certainly does not
resemble the Groves mechanism. Relying on the ATTC, CableLabs,
and ATEL, the FCC appears to be gauging systems' quality. It will
combine this information with information on systems' cost and then
try to identify the best system.
As the FCC probably realizes, its cost information is likely to be
significantly less reliable than its quality information. Therefore, it may
pick the system with the highest quality.66 Such a choice might be
reasonable if the manufacturing cost of an HDTV television set is independent of the system chosen or if the costs are broadly uncorrelated
with the quality. This seems unlikely, however, given the importance
of electronic information-processing components in the cost of a set
and given the different approaches taken by the rival systems in information processing and compression.
Without using some incentive scheme such as an auction, it is very
difficult for the FCC to elicit cost information that the sponsors may
have. Clearly, each sponsor has an incentive to claim that the cost of
manufacturing a set according to its system is low. In public statements
the sponsors have claimed low costs as a way of trumpeting the desirability and attractiveness of HDTV and of their systems in particular,
but these claims have little credibility.67 We are concerned that the
varieson manydimensions,theproblemof pickingthehighest
66. Becauseperformance
qualitysystem is far from trivial.
to offertheirsets atpricesclose to thepricestheypromised
67. Pressuringmanufacturers
incentivesto
earliermight be unwise. With such implicitprice controls,manufacturers'
makequalityimprovementswouldbe weakened.On problemswith enforcingpricepromises, see Williamson(1976).
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current FCC policy will lead to very expensive HDTV. The FCC's
relative inattention to cost considerations in the standard-setting process
may retard the ultimate adoption of HDTV.

Technology Choice Rules: Ex Ante Concerns
We turn now to the far more complex problem of evaluating technology selection procedures from an ex ante perspective (that is, at the
outset of a development competition). We are interested in the effect
of technology selection procedures on developers' incentives to participate in the research and development competition and on the date of
technology adoption.
Participation Incentives for Sponsors
We begin by asking how various ex post policies perform in giving
sponsors appropriate incentives to enter or drop out of the development
competition. To simplify the exposition, and without further loss of
generality, suppose that we can define a goodness-of-system measure
v(c, q); the systems differ among themselves and over time in their
values vi, which stochastically increase over time as R&D progress is
made. The central authority, we assume, can identify the best system
when it chooses one: that is, we set aside the information problems
discussed above. Finally, we assume that each system's progress is
independent of the presence or progress of others.
When the time comes to pick a system, what is the social benefit of
sponsor i's participation in the competition? Call sponsor i's goodness
vi, and order the sponsors ex post so that v1 > v2 > . . . v,. The ex
post social value of participation by all sponsors other than sponsor
number 1 is zero. The social value of participation by sponsor 1 is the
benefit from adopting a system with value v1 instead of v2.
This observation suggests some advantages of a winner-take-all prize
system. In fact, there is one special benchmark case in which the sponsors' participation incentives are optimal. If total market demand is
perfectly inelastic, and if Bertrand competition prevails ex post, then
(absent any compulsory licensing) losing firms get nothing, reflecting
their social contribution, and the winning firm's payoff exactly equals
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its social contribution (v1 - v2). In this very special case, since each
firm's payoff equals its social contribution for all possible realizations
of the vi, firms' incentives to participate must be optimal.68
Now suppose, more realistically, that the winner's payoff is based
on its proprietary cost advantage plus "reasonable" royalties charged
to other manufacturers. Proprietary cost advantages come from a winner's familiarity with its system and from improvements it may have
discovered that it need not license out (since they are not essential to
conform to the standard). These cost advantages may be related to the
winner's lead. A much superior system may also have considerable
advantage based on trade secrets that can be withheld even after the
basic system technology is made available to the public.
Other aspects of proprietary cost advantages, however, can easily
constitute private rewards for which there is no corresponding social
benefit. To take the extreme case, suppose that each proponent would
get the same level of proprietary cost advantage. By choosing system
A and thus giving proponent A a proprietary cost advantage, we make
it impossible to do the same for system B; the size of A's cost advantage
is thus socially irrelevant, but of course it is privately important for
A's participation and effort choices.
What about royalty payments, the second major component of the
winner's prize? It is unclear how far a winner's royalty rewards vary
with the size of its winning margin. If royalty rates were truly fixed
(say at a dollar or a percentage amount), the size of the lead would not
affect the winner's royalties. But this may be too simple a view since
it is unclear exactly what "reasonable" royalties are. For example,
Stanley Besen of RAND has told us of a case where a standard-setting
organization explicitly negotiated with the "winning" sponsor to lower
the proposed royalties by threatening to change its choice of technology
to the second-best one. Negotiations of this kind would indeed tie the
winner's prize to its lead, but the organization in question was not the
FCC, so we are cautious about drawing inferences for the HDTV process.
Broadly speaking, it seems to us that neither proprietary cost advantages nor royalty payments are likely to vary much with the winning
68. Demandmustbe inelasticfor this systemto achievethe firstbest becauseotherwise
the second-bestsystemdoes contributeto social welfareby providingpricingdisciplinefor
the winner.
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margin. Rewards are therefore probably excessive when the winning
margin is small and inadequate when the winning margin is large.
Although the test results are not yet publicly available, we suspect that
the winning margin probably will be fairly small, and thus the winner's
reward will be socially excessive.69 In this case reasonable (small)
royalties appear reasonable indeed. Without such a policy the winner
would enjoy substantial monopoly profits, which likely would exceed
the incremental value of v1 over v2. This problem, in a slightly different
guise (with speed rather than achieved quality as the measure of performance), is familiar from the theory of patent races: the winner earns
a valuable monopoly, even if another developer performs almost as
well (that is, would have achieved a comparable or perhaps identical
discovery only a short time later).
Of course, the reward system should be judged from an ex ante
viewpoint, not from the present, when the selection process is well
along. It seems likely, however, that progress of the various systems
has been highly correlated. Consider the remarkable progress in digitizing after GI's entry. This means that it would have been likely ex
ante that the contest would be close.
The analytical framework of comparing the winner's private reward
with the social value of the winner's presence becomes less helpful if
losers also receive rewards that depend on their performance, or if losers
make significant social contributions. In the HDTV case the latter is
likely. General Instrument and NHK are two striking examples. General
Instrument clearly has affected the outcome of the HDTV process,
whether or not it wins, because its presence has pushed others to develop
all-digital systems. If GI does not win, this will have been an important
but largely unrewarded contribution. Similarly, NHK made the whole
HDTV issue a live one in the 1980s. As a result of NHK's actions,
American and perhaps European households will have access to HDTV
earlier than they would have otherwise, yet it seems likely that NHK
will receive no explicit rewards for this.70

69. In an auctionsystem the winner'sprize is more responsiveto the winner'slead.
The mechanismis most obvious in a second-bidauction,but it would applyunderother
auctionrules also.
70. Of course,Japaneseset manufacturers
mayreaprewards,andit can be arguedthat
in originallysupportingHiVision.
theJapanesegovernmentinternalizedtheseconsiderations
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The Timing of Adoption
We turn now to another aspect of the technology adoption problem.
Ignoring for the present any ex ante effects, and considering the problem
as an optimal choice problem, we can ask when the authority should
select an HDTV format for adoption. The question of when to pick a
system is a complex stopping-rule problem when competing incompatible technologies are evolving stochastically. We do not seek to solve
the optimal stopping-rule problem in general. Instead, we comment on
the performance of several simple technology selection rules that an
authority might employ.
We assume here that the central authority can observe each system's
quality at each point in time and that any cost differences across systems
are either small or are observable and factored into the measure of
quality. Assuming that the prospective progress of each system depends
only on the current quality levels of all the systems, the research and
development process can be described by an autonomous stochastic
system. We consider the following three rules. First, set a deadline and
pick the best system at that date. This is the procedure being implemented by the FCC. (Note the caveat we mention later.) Second, pick
a system as soon as one has a pre-specified clear lead ahead of others
in terms of its quality and cost attributes. Third, pick the first system
that achieves some threshold quality level.
Among these three rules (Deadline, Clear Lead, Threshold), the
deadline rule is the only one calling for an adoption decision that is not
solely a function of the quality progress of the various systems. The
primary reason why a nonautonomous rule might be desirable is that
the benefits of adoption may change over time in a way independent
of the system qualities themselves. For example, if input prices such
as electronic component costs or satellite transmission costs are falling
over time, the benefits of adopting HDTV may rise with time for a
given system quality.71
Absent such time-varying benefits, and supposing that system progress is exogenous, the optimal stopping rule must be a function solely
of the achieved qualities. In general, the optimal rule consists of a
71. A decision rule based at least partiallyon conditionsoutside the controlof the
contestantsreducesthe sponsors'controlover the processandmay avoidsome undesirable
strategiceffects.
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stopping region: those vectors of qualities for which adoption is optimal.
Of course, the system with the highest quality should be adopted. (Any
cost differences are incorporated into quality in this formulation.)
Neither Clear Lead nor Threshold is likely to be optimal. But we
can see how these rules compare, especially depending upon the correlation between different systems' progress. Clear Lead will perform
poorly if two or more systems are closely matched and attain a very
high quality. Adoption of any of these systems will be highly desirable,
but until one is sufficiently ahead, selection is delayed. If various systems' progress is highly correlated, this delay is likely to be long, and
Clear Lead will perform rather poorly.
In contrast, Threshold calls for picking a system as soon as one
attains a critical quality level, regardless of how close or far behind
rival systems are. Waiting, however, will be more attractive if more
systems are close to the leader since the expected progress of the lead
system is greater in that case. If significant differences in the further
progress of systems are likely, as when progress is not highly correlated
across systems, Threshold would appear to perform rather poorly by
ignoring the position of the second-ranked system. Threshold is approximately the rule implemented by an ordinary patent system: a technology can be marketed with legal protection once it achieves some
novelty and "nonobviousness" that is independent of the size of the
leader's lead.
An interesting issue is the extent to which the ATTC or FCC can
commit itself to a rigid testing or choice procedure. The response to
the entry of General Instrument-presumably delayed to the last minute
to prevent such a competitive response-is one example of the flexible
attitude that has been adopted. Another related example concerns the
timing of tests. As mentioned above, the ATTC is testing systems
seriatim. Thus, to the extent that ongoing development is possible,
those tested later can work longer on their systems and perhaps even
respond to good or bad features revealed in earlier tests. Those who
drew early slots have asked whether they can be retested at the end of
the process if they make progress. The answer has been no, but apparently not a rigid no.72

72. See FederalRegister,55, September26, 1990, p. 39276.
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A Historical Comparison:Adoption of Color Television
To better understand the process by which the United States is likely
to adopt HDTV transmission and reception equipment, we have examined U.S. adoption of color television transmission and reception
equipment. This historical comparison has several inherent limitations.
The shift from black and white television to color television was arguably a more dramatic improvement in viewing quality than will be
the shift from NTSC to high definition. The adoption of color television
occurred 20 to 40 years ago when the television industry was far less
significant than it is today. Cable television, home videocassette recorders, and satellite transmission-important factors in the television
industry today-were not significant factors during the period of color
adoption. Finally, the costs to stations and to households of adopting
HDTV may not be comparable to the costs of adopting color television.
Despite these limitations, we believe basic insights can be gained by
examining the color television adoption process.
Color Television Standard Setting
The process by which a color television standard was chosen reveals
the subtle interplay between standard setting by a central authority and
a market bandwagon process. CBS and RCA (the owner of NBC) vied
to set the new color standard. CBS had been urging the acceptance of
its own color television system throughout the 1940s, and in October
1950 the FCC voted to adopt the CBS system as an industry standard.
Unfortunately, the CBS system was incompatible with existing black
and white signals: the black and white sets were unable to receive color
broadcasts at all (even in black and white) without a special attachment.
Furthermore, the CBS system was mechanical, at a time when many
observers felt that an electronic system was both feasible and desirable.
Despite the FCC's endorsement of the CBS system, there was virtually no development of the color television industry using it. Partly
this was because RCA remained critical of the CBS system, which was
crippled by its incompatibility with black and white sets. Then in late
1953 the NTSC petitioned the FCC to authorize a compatible color
standard. Before the year was over, the FCC reversed its earlier decision
and adopted a compatible color system as the standard. Even CBS
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aligned itself with the NTSC compatible standard. No doubt the FCC's
experience with color television was behind its decision to support a
compatible approach to HDTV through simulcasting. Broadcasters and
set manufacturers involved in the formal standard-setting process must
also be careful to pick a standard that is acceptable to cable and satellite
distributors. Otherwise, they run the risk of picking a standard that fails
to generate a bandwagon behind it.
The Timing of Color Television Adoption
As we have noted, a television system has three major components:
programming, distribution equipment, and reception equipment. In the
case of color television, many broadcasters invested quite early in color
capabilities even though little programming was available. Despite the
leadership role played by many broadcasters, especially those affiliated
with NBC and CBS, consumers did not purchase color television sets
in great numbers until programming was quite widely available.
These trends and lags can be seen in summary information regarding
the adoption of color television. Figure 2 shows the annual hours of
color television programming supplied by each of the major networks
from 1954 through 1965. In 1965 NBC, the leader in providing color
programming, offered 4,000 hours in color, CBS 800, and ABC 600.
More than a decade after a color standard was picked, two of the three
networks still had rather limited color offerings.
Broadcasters, by contrast, moved quite rapidly to gain the ability to
transmit color programs.73 Figure 3 shows the number of stations in
the top 40 cities adopting color capabilities each year from 1954 through
1971. Of the 158 stations in our sample, 106 adopted color by 1957.74
In contrast to HDTV, where adoption of HDTV by broadcasters is likely
to be a defensive measure, broadcasters saw significant benefits from
73. We reporthere on broadcasters'abilities ("networkfeed") to retransmitcolor
source.This is distinctfrom,
programming
suppliedby a networkor otherprogramming
and in many cases significantlypredated,a station's ability to produceits own color
programming.
74. Ourdataon stationadoptiondecisionsarefromissuesof theBroadcastingYearbook
(Washington,D.C.: Broadcasting
Publications).We restrictedourattentionto VHFstations
in the top 40 cities, wherecity size was basedon a 1970 measureof the numberof homes
in the "Areaof DominantInfluence."ADIsarethe standardmeasureof televisionmarkets.
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Figure 2. Annual Hours of Color Programmingby Network, 1954-65
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adopting color. During the 1950s, broadcastersrecognized that color
television would increase the amountof viewing and thus advertising
revenues. In the 1990s it seems unlikely that HDTV will appreciably
increase television

viewing.

It is puzzling why so many stations adopted color when so little
networkcolor programmingwas available. We have observedthat stations adopting color in 1954 experienced a much greateraverage increasein theiradvertisingratesthandid nonadoptingstations.7 Adopting
stations raised their advertising rates between 1953 and 1954 by an
average of 29 percent comparedwith 12 percentfor nonadoptingstations. Virtuallyno color programmingwas availablein 1954, and few
75. Advertisingrates are measuredusing the station'slist price for an advertiserto
time. AdvertisingdataarefromtheBroadcasting
sponsorone hourof ClassA programming
Yearbook.
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Figure 3. Station Adoption of Color Television Capabilities, 1954-71
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if any consumersbought color sets in that year. Therefore,we suspect
that thriving stations chose to adopt color, not that color capabilities
in 1954 had a significantimpact on advertisingrates.
As figures4 and5 reveal, the patternof stationadoptionswas largely
driven by networkaffiliation.76NBC and CBS affiliates adoptedcolor
very rapidly.ABC affiliates, independentcommercialstations,andnoncommercial stations adopted color much more slowly.77

To determinethe role of networkaffiliationin determiningwhen a
station adoptedcolor, we estimateda hazardrate model using data on
76. In constructingfigures4 and5 we have hadto deal with stationsthatchangedtheir
affiliationduringthe sampleperiodand with stationslisting multipleaffiliations.In these
figureswe have counteda stationaccordingto its affiliationin the year it adoptedcolor.
For stationswith multipleaffiliations,we have countedthatstationas an adoptingstation
for each networkwith which it was affiliatedin the year of its adoption.
77. Adoptionsrecordedin 1972in figure5 actuallyrepresentstationsthatdid not adopt
at all duringour 1954-71 sampleperiod.
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Figure 4. NBC and CBS Affiliate Adoptionsof Color Programming,1954-61
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adoption dates and network affiliation.78We assumed a proportional
hazardratemodel, wherebythe log of stationi 's hazardrate(probability
of adoptingcolor given that it has not yet done so) in year t is of the
form hi(t) = h(t) + bAt, where b is a vector of coefficients to be
estimatedandAi is a vectorof dummyvariablesthatcapturethe network
affiliation of station i.79
NBC and CBS affiliates had essentially the same hazardrate each
year. Stationswith multipleaffiliationsexperienceda hazardrateabout
two-thirdsas large as that of NBC and CBS. The hazardrate of ABC
affiliates was aboutone-sixth as large. For independentstationsit was
78. Forthis purposewe restrictedourattentionto a subsampleof ourstationsthatwere
establishedby 1954;this involved 108 of our 158 stations.
79. We also exploredthe possibilitythat other factors, in particularthe population
servedby the station,affectedits likelihoodof adoptingcolor each year. A naturaltheory
wouldsuggestthatstationsin largercities wouldbe ableto amortizethe fixedcost of color
capabilityover a largeraudience,and shouldthereforeadoptsooner.To our surprisewe
foundthatpopulationwas insignificant,and we omit it in the resultsreportedhere.
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Figure 5. ABC Affiliate, Independent, and PBS Adoptionsof Color Programming,
1954-72
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about one-tenth as large. Public stations showed a hazardrate about
1/100th of the NBC and CBS rate.80
Despite the relatively early adoptionof color capabilitiesby broadcasters, consumersdid not rush to buy color sets following the FCC's
1954 standard-settingaction. Figure6 reportsthe fractionof TV homes
with color television sets annuallyfrom 1954 through 1990. As figure
6 shows, consumersdid not buy color television sets in any significant
numbers until the mid-1960s, at least a decade after many stations
gained color capabilities. Figure 7, derived from figure 6, shows the
hazard rate for television households for purchasinga color set (the
probabilitythat a householdwill buy color television in a year if it has
80. Althoughpublic stationsclearly were the laggards,this last measureno doubt
effect. In oursampleof 108 stationsestablishedby 1954,
overestimatesthe noncommercial
therewere six noncommercialstations.Of these, one adoptedcolor in 1968, one in 1970,
andfourhad not done so by 1971. We are concernedaboutthe value of the dataon color
adoptionby noncommercialstations. These stationshad little incentiveto report.The
yearbookswereevidentlyusedby advertisingagentsplacingtelevisionads, so commercial
stationshad every incentiveto makesurethattheircolor capabilitieswere fully reported.
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Figure 6. Color Television Set Penetration, 1954-90
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not already done so). During the 1960s, color television sets were three
to five times more expensive than were black and white sets.

Adoption of Other Technologies
Since we are aware of the limitations of the color television experience for assessing HDTV adoption, we have studied the adoption of
four more recent technologies: cellular telephones, home video games,
facsimile machines, and compact disk players. Each of these technologies has become a commercial success, although widespread adoption
sometimes occurred many years after the technology was introduced
commercially.
In each case, after sketching out the basic story of technology adoption, we suggest why some key elements of success seem not to be
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Figure 7. Hazard Rate on Color TV Set Purchasesfor TV Homes, 1954-90
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present in the case of HDTV. We stress, however, that each of these
technologies differs from HDTV in so many ways that direct comparisons and or inferences about HDTV are extremely hazardous. In particular, the fact that all the technologies we look at here have become
commercial successes does not mean that we think it necessarily appropriate to predict adoption of HDTV by analogy with successful
products, as some have done. Rather, our goal is to use these examples
to illustrate some general considerations in choosing technologies in
network industries.
Cellular Telephones
Here we comment on the development of cellular telephone service
and its implications for HDTV.81 The FCC was heavily involved in the
development of cellular telephone systems. This was because the tech81. The material in this section draws heavily on Rosston (1991, 1992).
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nology uses the spectrum and requires interconnection to the main
("wireline") telephone network. Cellular telephone service is a major
alternative user of the scarce spectrum space currently devoted to broadcast television.
Land mobile radio is communication involving mobile users via radio
signals. Land mobile radio services can be broken into two types: private
communication networks (police departments, taxicab fleets, and trucking companies) and cellular telephone systems (common carriers). Cellular systems are technically distinct from private networks: as a user
moves from one "cell" to another, his or her call is automatically
switched from the transmission and reception facility serving the first
cell to that serving the second cell. The use of multiple cells greatly
increases the capacity of a system since a single portion of spectrum
can simultaneously carry different messages in different cells. Signals
are broadcast at low power to prevent interference among cells.
One lesson from the cellular experience is that the FCC process of
spectrum allocation and standard setting is lengthy. AT&T proposed
high-capacity mobile telephone service as early as the 1940s. In 1970
the FCC reallocated UHF channels 70 through 83 to land mobile radio
service. Of the 115 MHz total bandwidth reallocated, 75 MHz was to
be made available for common carrier services. Throughout the 1970s
there was ongoing discussion of how many systems to permit in each
geographic area, who should be chosen to operate these systems, and
what technical standard to pick. At the end of the decade, two developmental cellular systems were authorized by the FCC and constructed.
Based on the experience of these two systems, the FCC decided in 1981
to license two carriers in each area. It gave each carrier 20 MHz, with
one license reserved for a local wireline carrier. Starting with the top
markets and working down to smaller markets, the FCC actually assigned cellular licenses in the early 1980s. Cellular service arrived
gradually. In 1986 each carrier was assigned an additional 5 MHz, in
part because the systems in heavily populated areas were experiencing
higher demand than had been projected.
The cellular telephone experience indicates the high value of UHF
spectrum. The clearest evidence of the value of spectrum comes from
the sales prices of cellular licenses. When cellular franchises change
hands, their prices are typically quoted on a "per pop" basis. This is
the dollar value of the franchise per person living in the franchise area.
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In 1991 a typical price per pop for a cellular system was $150.82 Of
course, this price includes assets, such as paging equipment, other than
the spectrum license alone. If these assets amount to $20 per pop, the
value of the spectrum is $130 per pop. Is this a lot? Consider Los
Angeles, the second largest market in the United States. With a population of about 13 million people, the value of each license is about
$1.7 billion. Since the license involves 25 MHz, or the equivalent of
about four UHF channels at 6 MHz each, the marginal value in Los
Angeles of one UHF slot on the spectrum comes to about $400 million.83
We realize that this back-of-the-envelope calculation is subject to
many objections.84 Nonetheless, it seems to us that the magnitudes
involved are highly suggestive. One cellular system using today's analog technology can serve about 300,000 subscribers. In Los Angeles
this amounts to a bit more than 2 percent of the population; the two
current systems can serve perhaps 5 percent of the population. If significantly more than 5 percent of those in Los Angeles demanded cellular
telephone service at a price that included a smaller premium for spectrum rents, the UHF spectrum would have a high alternative use, at
least in Los Angeles and on the margin. Tying up large amounts of
UHF spectrum for HDTV could be quite costly socially.
Our calculations do not account for ongoing technological progress.
It is not clear to us, however, how the marginal value of UHF spectrum
will change as a result of innovations in the near future. First, signal
compression techniques for land mobile radio, and a possible shift from
analog to digital systems, are likely to permit cellular systems to increase the number of subscribers they can handle with their current
allotment of spectrum.85 But will these technical developments increase
82. "POP Out: The ChangingDynamicsof the CellularTelephoneIndustry,"U.S.
InvestmentResearch,Telecommunications
Services,MorganStanley,April23, 1991.
83. The valueof spectrumfor cellularservicewouldbe scaleddown in less populated
areas,but so would the value of UHF service.
84. Forexample,the marketvalueof a thirdfranchiseis presumablyless thanthe first
two. These marketvalue measures,however,ignoreall consumersurplusassociatedwith
cellularservice.
85. Accordingto AnthonyRamirez,"WorriesAccompanyGrowthfor CellularPhone
Industry,"New YorkTimes, February14, 1992, p. D6, digital methodswill triple the
capacityof cellularsystems. But thereare seriousobstaclesto the introductionof digital
systems,not the leastof whichis thatexistinganaloghandsetsareincompatiblewithdigital
transmissionmethods. Since the heaviest users of cellularservice alreadyown analog
equipment,this is a majorbarrierfor a digitalsystemto overcome.
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or decrease the demand for spectrum? The answer depends upon the
elasticity of demand for cellular services and the fraction of today's
price of cellular services attributable to rent on scarce spectrum space.
Second, there are new technologies under development that will increase, perhaps dramatically, the demand for scarce spectrum space.
One example is "personal communications networks" -the next generation of cellular telephone service. The cells are smaller, the signals
are less powerful, and the handsets are so small they can fit into a shirt
pocket. Another up-and-coming example is interactive television, which
allows consumers to issue shopping orders or participate in polls or
games while watching television.
Even if spectrum currently devoted to television could be devoted
to land mobile radio, such a reallocation may not be the best way to
manage scarce spectrum. There may be other portions of the spectrum
suitable for land mobile radio that currently are devoted to uses with
even lower marginal value than UHF television service. For example,
the FCC recently proposed making available about 200 MHz of spectrum (around the 2,000 MHz point in the spectrum) as an "emerging
technologies band" for uses such as personal telephones, mobile data
services, and satellite message services. These frequencies are currently
being used by railroads, electric utilities, and police and fire departments
for microwave communications 86 Another possible source of additional
spectrum for mobile communications purposes is the military. The military apparently uses its assigned spectrum far less intensively than do
civilian users.
In sum, the cellular telephone experience suggests two lessons. First,
FCC technology-selection procedures can be expected to be slow. Second, the spectrum used for television appears to have a high value in
mobile communications applications.
Video Games

The market for home video games exemplifies intergenerational competition with network externalities. The analogy between video games
and HDTV is far from perfect, but some insight can be gained into the
dynamics of competition in the presence of installed bases.
86. EdmundL. Andrews, "Plan Would Give New Phones Big Swath of the Radio
Band," New York Times, January16, 1992, p. Al.
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In the late 1970s Atari, Inc., introduced the first home video game
console ("hardware") that could play interchangeable game cartridges
("software"). In the peak year, 1982, Atari sold over 6 million consoles, and the second-ranked firm, Intellivision, sold over 1 million
consoles. By 1984 about 25 million consoles had been sold, including
about 14 million Atari consoles. Following the 1982 peak, however,
the market crashed. Sales fell by more than 50 percent from 1983 to
1984, and again from 1984 to 1985. The crash can be attributed to
market saturation: most of the target population (especially pre-teen
and teenage boys) bought consoles during the boom years of the early
1980s .87
Our analysis of intergenerational rivalry begins in 1985 when Nintendo introduced in the United States its Nintendo Entertainment System
(NES), a second-generation home video game. Fortunately for Nintendo, many of the first-generation machines sold in the early 1980s
were not still generating software sales circa 1985, and many were not
being used at all, either because the owners of these machines had
graduated to other forms of entertainment or because they had tired of
playing the games that could be rendered on these consoles. In other
words, Nintendo faced relatively little installed-base resistance.
Nintendo's system quickly became a great commercial success. In
round numbers Nintendo's console sales rose from 50,000 in 1985 to
half a million in 1986, to 2.5 million in 1987, to over 9 million in
1989, the peak.88
What does this rapid success tell us about the ability of a new technology to quickly displace an older, incompatible installed base? To
begin with, the NES offered graphics and sound capabilities that were
far superior to the first-generation machines. As a consequence, Nintendo faced relatively little resistance based on an active installed base:
those target customers who did own and play first-generation machines
were very willing to pay for Nintendo's improved quality, and many
target customers did not even own first-generation machines because
they had been too young to buy them.
Nintendo also benefited from having already successfully introduced
87. These dataaretakenfromvariouspressreportson the video gameindustry.Many
of these reportsrely on dataprovidedby the NPD Group's"Toy MarketIndex."
88. These numbersare from Nintendopressreleases.
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its "Famicom" system in Japan in 1983. Famicon was essentially
equivalent to the system introduced in the United States. In part because
of the Famicom system, Nintendo enjoyed close relationships with
Japanese game developers and publishers who played a critical role in
providing hit games for the NES. In addition, Nintendo actively promoted its system, hoping to appropriate the rewards of successful product introduction.
Our discussion so far has focused on intergenerational competition.
Nintendo also faced limited competition from two other firms selling
second-generation machines: Sega and Atari Corporation. In this intragenerational rivalry Nintendo enjoyed some initial advantages: it was
the first firm to introduce a second-generation system, it had the ties
to programmers already mentioned, and it published a few very popular
games, most notably Super Mario Brothers, for play exclusively on its
system. By 1989 Nintendo was able to parlay these initial advantages
into complete dominance of the video game market. It sold about 90
percent of all consoles in that year.89
Our story does not end there, however. In 1989 Sega and NEC each
introduced third-generation machines: the Sega Genesis System and the
NEC Turbo Grafx 16. (These are 16-bit machines, in contrast to the
8-bit NES machine.) These new systems can render even more complex
games with more levels of play and sharper graphics. Sega's system is
enjoying considerable success, despite Nintendo's introduction in the
fall of 1991 of its own third-generation machine, the Super NES. One
reason for Sega's success may be that its third-generation machine can
play cartridges designed for its second-generation machines; Nintendo's
Super NES is not compatible in this sense with the NES. According to
its press reports, Sega sold more than 1.6 million Genesis System
consoles in 1991.
Installed-base resistance to a new generation of equipment is far less
in the video game industry than in the television industry. Essentially,
the economic lifetime of video game hardware is much shorter than the
economic lifetime of a television. Installed bases are not as durable in

89. As of this writing, it is an open question whetherNintendo'sdominancewas
achievedlawfully. AtariCorporationhas sued Nintendofor monopolizationof the home
videogamemarket.Oneof theauthors,CarlShapiro,hasbeenretainedby AtariCorporation
in thatlitigation.
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video games as in television. But the ability of new video games to
achieve relatively rapid market acceptance does not mean that HDTV
penetration will be comparably quick.
Nintendo enjoyed many advantages circa 1986 that HDTV will not
enjoy circa 1996: Nintendo offered a great improvement in quality over
the previous generation of equipment; Nintendo had a prearranged and
assured source of programming; Nintendo faced a significant population
of target customers who did not own first-generation equipment; and
Nintendo had only to convince distributors (retailers) to carry its machines, not to incur large sunk costs. In contrast, it is far from clear
that HDTV is a dramatic improvement over NTSC as measured by
consumers' incremental willingness to pay. There is no prearranged
supply of HDTV programming, virtually all target HDTV customers
own perfectly good NTSC sets with considerable remaining lifetime,
and broadcasters will need to make large specific investments to broadcast HDTV. In short, we do not believe the rapid market penetration
of second-generation home video games between 1986 and 1990 suggests that HDTV is likely to enjoy comparably rapid penetration.
Facsimile Machines
Facsimile machines are a dramatic recent example of how a network
technology can suddenly take off and become a commercial success.
Today's high-speed facsimile (or fax) machines are akin to HDTV in
that their quality (especially as measured by speed) is superior to that
previously available for timely transmission of documents. But the
striking recent success of fax machines in the United States does not
necessarily portend comparable success for HDTV.
As table 1 shows, fax machines got off to a very slow start in the
United States.90 The intensity of use of fax machines rose markedly as
the network of machines became larger, but then it fell off as less
intense users joined the network, especially as individuals obtained their
own fax machines instead of sharing them in large groups (figure 8).
The first generation of machines, known as Group 1 machines, appeared in the United States in the late 1960s. Incompatible machines

90. We are gratefulto GeorgeStampsof GMS ConsultingCompanyfor providingus
with this data.
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Table 1. Intensity of Use of Facsimile Machines in North America, 1966-90

Year

Pages sent
(millions)

Totalinstalled
base
(thousands)

Pages sent
per
machine
(peryear)

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1
2
3
6
12

2
4
5
10
19

500
500
600
600
632

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

23
37
54
75
105

40
62
83
94
112

575
597
651
798
938

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

133
169
235
423
703

122
135
167
208
245

1,090
1,252
1,407
2,034
2,869

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1,021
1,483
2,157
3,139
4,567

286
336
400
472
593

3,570
4,414
5,393
6,650
7,702

1986

6,645

766

1987
1988
1989
1990

9,668
13,192
18,000
26,235

1,368
2,756
4,263
5,787

8,675
7,067
4,787
4,222
4,533

Source: GMS Consulting Company.

were marketed by Xerox, Magnavox, and others even though the Electronics Industry Association had published its RS-328 standard for facsimile equipment in October 1966.91 In 1974 the Comite Consultatif
International de Telephone et Telegraph (CCITT) adopted a modified
version of the EIA standard as an international standard. Because the
CCITT had to lower the frequency range to fit into the shorter European
of fax standards.FCCapproval
91. The FCCplayedno activerole in the establishment
was required,however, to permitthese machinesto be hookedinto the publictelephone
system.
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Figure 8. Pages Sent per Fax Machine, 1966-90
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bandwidth, Group 1 machines in the United States could not communicate with Group 1 machines in Europe and Japan. Perhaps because
it took them six minutes to transmit one page, Group 1 machines were
never much of a commercial success. At their peak in 1979, only
142,000 Group 1 machines were installed in North America (table 2).
In 1971 Group 2 machines were introduced that could transmit one
page in three minutes, twice as fast as the Group 1 machines. In 1976
the CCITT adopted standards for Group 2 machines. For the first time
office facsimile machines were compatible worldwide. Despite the establishment of a worldwide standard and despite their faster speed,
Group 2 machines met with limited success in the United States. The
installed base of Group 2 machines peaked at 180,000 in 1984. One
reason for the unimpressive sales of Group 2 machines is that superior
Group 3 machines came quickly on their heels.
In the mid-1970s efforts were under way to replace analog fax systems (Groups 1 and 2) with a digital fax system (Group 3). By 1979 a
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Table 2. Installed Base of Facsimile Machines in North America, 1966-90
Thousandsof machines
Group
3

4

Total

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2
4
5
10
19

0
1
2
5
8

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

40
62
83
94
112

111
119
132
142
141

10
13
28
51
81

1
3
7
15
23

0
0
0
0
0

122
135
167
208
245

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

131
120
106
90
77

118
153
176
180
162

37
63
118
201
347

0
0
0
1
7

286
336
400
472
593

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

43
15
5
1
0

149
100
55
26
14

567
1,243
2,681
4,216
5,743

7
10
15
20
30

766
1,368
2,756
4,263
5,787

2

Year

1

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

2
4
5
10
19

0
0
0
0
0

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

40
61
81
89
104

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Source: GMS Consulting Company.

flexible Group 3 standardwas agreed upon at the CCITT.92Group 3
machinescan transmitone page per minute, threetimes as fast as Group
2 machines. Eventually, Group 3 machines achieved enormouscommercial success. By 1990 the installedbase of these machinesin North
America had grown to 5.7 million.
Group4 machines are completely digital and can transmita page in
92. The Group3 standardwas proposedby the Japanesedelegation.In the mid to late
1970s, Japanesecompanieswere much more bullish on fax than were their American
counterparts.
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a mere 10 seconds. They operateon integratedstandarddigitalnetworks
(ISDN). The standard-settingprocess for Group4 was not as smooth
as for Groups2 and 3; a standardinvolving three classes of machines
was adoptedin 1984. To date, ISDN is more establishedin Europeand
Japan than it is in the United States, which may be why Group 4
machines have had limited success in the United States.
Whatcan we learnaboutHDTVfromthe fax experience?Will HDTV
be a dud as Group 1 and Group 2 fax machines were, or will it be a
success like Group3 machines?To answerthis requiresan understanding of why Group3 machinessucceeded. Certainly,the early adoption
of an internationalstandardcontributedto the success. But Group 2
had this same advantage. It appearsto us that the improvedquality of
Group 3 machines (in conjunctionperhaps with declining prices for
long-distance telephone service) was enough to launch a successful
bandwagonfor Group3 machines.
The equilibriumadoptionpathof a networkproductmaybe extremely
sensitive to the quality of the product(or the cost of complements).To
the extent that productseither take off or flop, there must be a range
within which demandis, in some sense, extremelyelastic. A compromise in the quality of an HDTV system could be the death knell for
HDTV. Orperhapsthe lesson for HDTVis thatcosts mustbe rigorously
held down. A more optimistic lesson is thatthe sluggishnessof HDTV
standardsetting in the United States, by allowing the selection of a
digital system superiorin quality to analog systems such as HiVision,
could help HDTV to triumphin this country.
Withouta doubt, Group3 fax machineshad advantagesthat HDTV
will lack. First, for fax machinestherewas no need to develop a supply
of programmingand a means of distributingit to users: end users have
their own materialto transmitand can deal directly with one another.
Second, fax standardswere set to ensure intergenerationalas well as
internationalcompatibility, unlike HDTV.
Between 1979, when Group 3 standardswere established, and the
1985-90 period, when fax machinesreallytook off in the UnitedStates,
there was a significant lag. Perhapsthis lag resultedfrom the speedy
andrelativelysmoothstandard-settingprocessfor fax, but it also serves
as a reminderthat marketadoption can be a sluggish process after a
standardhas been picked.
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Table 3. Annual Sales in the United States of Compact Disk Machines and Disks,
1983-90

Year

Compactdisk
machines
(thousands)

Installed
base
(thousands)

Compact
disks
(millions)

Numberof
titles
available

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

50
200
850
1,664
2,805
3,241
3,902
4,022

50
250
1,100
2,764
5,569
8,810
12,712
16,734

1
6
23
53
102
150
207
287

403
1,862
4,319
6,518
11,803
22,704
35,341
46,700

Source: Recording IndustryAssociation of America; see also text, note 94.

Compact Disks

A new, superiorincompatibletechnology for recordingand playing
music was introducedin the UnitedStatesin 1983:compactdisks (CDs).
To hear CD sound, a consumer needs a CD player ("deck"), a collection of disks, and an amplifierand other standardequipment.This
is a "systems market" with the same complementaritystructureas
HDTV:consumerhardwareanda supplyof "programming"areneeded.
The market for CD technology has been characterizedby falling
prices for decks (hardware)and for CDs (programming).Sales and
installedbases of hardwarehave increasedrapidly, as has the selection
of software available. We obtaineddata from the RecordingIndustry
Association of America (RIAA) on annualsales, by volume and dollar
value, of CD players and of CDs.93We also obtained annualdata on
the numberof CD titles available-a measureof the varietyof available
"programming."94We then constructedprice series for decks and for
CDs by dividing dollar sales by sales volume. All the series except
prices grew rapidly, and nominalprices fell, althoughless rapidly(tables 3 and 4 and figure 9).
The correctmeasureof demandfor CD technologyis not the current93. See especially RIAA, Inside the Recording Industry. A Statistical Overview, 1990.

94. Taking the last issue in each year of the New Schwanncatalog, we sampleda
varietyof pages at randomin differentcategoriesof music and countedhow manytitles
were availableon CD on each page. Incidentally,although(accordingto the RIAA)only
about5 percentof music purchasesare classicalmusic, roughlyhalf of the availableCD
titles were classical.
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Table 4. Average Retail Prices in the United States of Compact Disk Machines and
Disks, 1983-90
Dollars
Year

Deck price

Disk price

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

750
518
311
258
207
201
218
177

21.50
17.81
17.23
17.55
15.61
13.96
12.49
12.05

Source: Recording IndustryAssociation of America.

year sales of CD players or decks, which are durables, but the total
installed base. We constructedthis variable and named it BASE.95 To
representthe cost to a consumer of buying and using a CD system,
(includingthe cost of a typical patternof disk purchasesas well as the
initial price of the deck), we constructeda variableBILL.96This variable
is a reasonable measure of the cost to a consumerof jumping on the
CD bandwagon.
Strikingly, BASE rises by a factor of 334 over the sample period,
while BILLfalls only by a factor of two. Even if we omit 1983 and take
the 1984-90 period, BASErises by a factor of 67, while BILLfalls by a
factor of two. If we believed that the fall in BILLdrove the increase in
demand, the implied elasticity of demand (measuringbetween 1984
and 1990) would be more than six. A regressionof the log of BASE on
the log of BILL yields an estimated demandelasticity of 6.4.
These largeelasticities, althoughpossible, areunlikely. A significant
share of the growth of demand was driven not by prices but by the
greatervariety of titles available on CD. Between 1984 and 1990, this
measureof programmingvariety rose by an estimatedfactor of 25.
95. In constructingBASE we assume that a negligible numberof CD players were
scrappedduringour sampleperiod.The variableBASEiS thenjust the cumulativetotal of
sales volumes.
96. First, we constructeda variableINTENSE,the numberof CDs boughtin any year
dividedby the base of decks presentin that year. To constructBILLwe then multiplied
INTENSEby the price of disks (in that year) and multipliedby five to representthe notion
thata consumermightexpectto own a deckfor five yearsandnot haveenormousforesight
aboutprices;we then addedin the priceof a deck.
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Figure 9. Compact Disk Sales per Disk Player, 1983-90
Disks sold per installedbase
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Source:Authors'calculations.

Rememberthatcolor programminghourswerean importantpredictor
of the hazard rate of households' color TV purchases. Provision of
HDTV programmingon the air is likely to be a majorfactor in driving
consumer purchases of HDTV sets. Penetrationforecasts cannot be
made simply on the basis of predictedhardwareprices. Of course, the
numberof titles available is likely to be drivenby the installed base of
sets (and expectations of the future path of that variable), as well as
vice versa. A simultaneous-equationsmodel would be requiredto explore properlythe evolution of the industry.
Digital Audio Tapes and Digital Compact Cassettes

A sidelight cast by CDs on HDTV is in the transitionfrom CDs to
the next generation:digital tape. By the time CDs were commercially
introduced,digital audio tape (DAT) was underdevelopment. Unlike
compactdisks, digital audiotapecan be used for home recording.Much
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less affected by bumps and jars, it also can be used in Walkman-type
players and in cars. DAT may be seen as a superior, incompatible
technologythatfaces an installed-baseproblemin becomingestablished
because of the lead that CDs took while this technology was being
brought to market. Slow sales of DAT may be attributableto this
incompatibilityand installed-basedisadvantage,as well as to the customaryhigh prices of a new product.97
In 1991 Philips introduceda competing high-qualitycassette technology, digital compact cassette (DCC). Although probably not the
qualityof DAT, DCC is likely to be cheaper.98Moreover,DCC players
will be able to play analog cassettes. Consumersinvesting in DCC will
not have to abandona cassette collection as they likely would with an
investmentin DAT.99
The threatto DAT from DCC and the threatto HDTV from EDTV
may be analogous. In each case a simpler, cheaper, more compatible
system can do much of what a more ambitioussystem can do, although
its technical performanceis not quite as good.
In the case of DCC andDAT, the marketwill decide which, if either,
solution will prevail.100In the case of EDTV and HDTV, the market
may also decide, if the FCC sets an HDTV standardand if a fully
compatible EDTV service, such as SuperNTSC, is implemented. In
JapanClearVisionis reportedlypopularand HiVision is still futuristic;
in EuropePAL+ (or even PAL) may be more popularthan D2-MAC.
Of course, there may be public policy aspects as well. For instance,
the FCC could have decided to approvea form of EDTV and to ignore
HDTV for the time being.101
97. Grindley(1992) arguesthat DAT could have been readyalmostas soon as CD,
problemsand then
but it was delayed in coming to marketbecauseof standard-setting
becauseof industryfearsthatDAT would makeit too easy to piraterecordings.Grindley
(1992, p. 11) cites a sterlingpriceequivalentto about$1,400 for a DAT deckin the United
Kingdom.
98. Grindley(1992, p. 6) cites a sterlingpriceequivalentto about$400.
99. Accordingto the RIAA, cassetteshave accountedfor over half of unit sales of
recordedmusic in every year since 1984.
100. Quitepossiblyneitherwill succeed.It now maybe hardto displacecompactdisks
at the high end of the market,leaving DCC and DAT too expensivefor the remainder.
Grindley(1992).
101. Onthequestionof whetherthemarketis biasedtowardstickingwithanestablished,
compatibletechnologyorswitchingto a new, technicallysuperior,incompatibletechnology,
see Farrelland Saloner(1985, 1986);and Katz and Shapiro(1986a, 1986b, 1992).
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Prospects for HDTV Adoption
Marketplaceincentivesfor HDTVare seriouslyskewed so we cannot
simply "ask the market" whetherHDTV is worththe cost. The likely
alternativeis to adopt an EDTV system and wait until advancedtelevision costs fall dramatically(as they well may after a decade of Japanese and Europeanexperience)or until superiorsystems emerge. The
disadvantageof adopting a new system now is that once a system is
adopted,the technology is in largepart"embodied" andcannotreadily
be gradually improved. Had the United States been willing to wait a
little longer in the 1950s, JapaneseandAmericanconsumersmightnow
be watchingPAL-qualitytelevision. (Indeed,the drivefor HDTVmight
thenneverhave materialized.)ManyEuropeansnow arguethatadoption
of the MAC family was too hasty and that they should wait until a
superiorall-digitalsystem(or, atleast, theunderlyingtechnology)emerges
from the U.S. process.
Since the marketwill not answer these questions for us, we would
like to answerthemourselves. Unfortunately,dataon costs andbenefits
areelusive. 102Cost estimatesvarywildly, andin manycases we suspect
hiddenagendason the partof the estimators.103Estimatesof consumers'
value from HDTV are also hardto obtain, althoughwe have seen some
survey data from MIT and from the North AmericanHigh Definition
TelevisionDemonstrationsto the Publicin 1988.104We have also viewed
a simulationof broadcastHDTV reception, and while the resolutionis
certainly much better than NTSC resolution, we do not agree that it
could be comparedwith 35 millimeter film.
Despite this, a numberof marketforecasts predict rapid growth of
102. We have been told thatthe AdvisoryCommitteeformulatedan ambitiousmarket
researchplan that was abandonedbecauseit would have cost about$1 million. Like the
areskeptical
fundingof theATTC,thissuggeststo us thattheactiveparticipants
half-hearted
aboutthe commercialvalue to them of HDTV, althoughin this case it could also reflect
greatconfidence.
103. Forexample,Zenithhas claimedvery optimisticallythatHDTVreceiverswill be
"no morethan" $500 morethanNTSC. ElectronicBusiness,August20, 1990, p. 39.
104. These surveysshow thatmost people(not all!) preferredHDTVto NTSC. Many
participantssaid they would not spendmore thana few hundreddollarsextrafor HDTV.
Since it is likely to cost considerablymorethanthat, the prospectsdo not look favorable
if we believe these surveyresults.See Rice (1990, p. 172). He cites W. RussellNeuman,
"The Mass AudienceLooks at HDTV:An EarlyExperiment,"MassachusettsInstituteof
Technology,unpublishedpaper.
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the HDTV market.05 As others have pointed out, many of these forecasts rely on rules of thumbaboutmarketadoptionrates, distilled from
the experiences with successful electronics products!
It is possible that the surveyed consumerswere reportingnot their
truewillingness to pay, but theirestimateof how muchthe incremental
quality might cost. Many people are preparedto pay extra for better
sets, such as IDTV, or larger sets. A different approachto demand
predictionis to take a "characteristics"view. Since an average television householdwatches seven hoursa day, if the incrementalquality
were worth 25 cents an hour, it would be worth over $600 a year, or
$3,000 over a (conservative)five-year life for a set.
Despitethese andotheroptimisticcalculations,almosteveryoneagrees
that the high price (at least initially) of HDTV receiverswill cause the
technology to be slow in taking off. PerhapsEDTV's threatto HDTV
should be seen as an opportunityratherthan an obstacle. An approach
like Faroudja'sSuperNTSCmay be more likely to be adopted. Therefore, it may be more valuable than a technically superiorsystem that
could languish in drydockuntil it is outmoded.106
The lag between HDTV standardsetting and HDTV set penetration
is likely to be long. To some extent this is inevitable given the large
and costly installed base of NTSC sets and the relatively long life of
television receivers. If the HDTV lag is like the color lag, few Americans will buy HDTV sets this millennium. Sets will be bought only
after programmingand distributionare in place. Households are the
leastlikely to tryto takea leadershiprole in establishinga new technology.
We close on an optimistic note. The delay in setting a standardin
the United States may lead to the developmentof significantlybetter
technology. As a result, we doubt that a delay in setting the standard
should be seen as a delay in the whole HDTV process. Instead, we
suspectthatadoptionwill catch up fairly soon with whereit would have
been without the delay. Once programmingis available, adoptionpresumablywill be determinedby the cost of sets. This cost is determined
more by technological progress in microelectronicsand display man105. See, for instance,CongressionalBudgetOffice, "MarketForecastsandHDTV's
Impacton OtherIndustries,"in Rice (1990, chap. 4).
106. This view has been arguedby NBC, somewhatto the FCC's annoyanceafterit
set a full-blownHDTVprocessgoing.
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ufacturingtechnology, and perhapsby cumulativeworld experiencein
HDTV, than by the time since adoptionof a nationalHDTV standard.
A delay in setting a standardallows superior(cheaper)technology to
be embodied in the standard.Thus, it is possible that the later (within
reason) the FCC chooses a standard,the sooner HDTV may achieve
(say) 20 percent penetration!

Suggestions for the FCC
In choosing among proposedHDTV technologies, the FCC (and its
AdvisoryCommittee)shouldrecognizethatensuringa reasonablyrapid
adoptionprocess dependsuponreachingas quicklyas possible the level
of penetrationat which programmingsuppliers and broadcastersand
othermediajoin the HDTVbandwagonin largenumbers.In ouranalysis
above, this tipping-pointis representedby large values of the network
externalityratio.
The FCC also should take seriously the need to use available information on the likely costs of the competing HDTV systems. If the
commissionfindsit hardto learndirectlyaboutcosts, it shouldconsider
some incentive-savvy method of eliciting true cost informationfrom
proponents.It can easily be worth enduringsignificantex post inefficiency in orderto incorporateprivatecost informationinto the choice
of a standard,if sizable cost differences among systems are likely.
We areconcernedaboutthe largeamountof spectrumthattelevision,
including HDTV, will occupy for years to come, especially underthe
FCC's favored simulcastingapproach.Technologicalchanges may increase the demandfor the partof the electromagneticspectrumthat is
suitable for ground-to-groundtransmission,making alternativetransmission of most television signals highly desirable. By moving toward
a satellite-basedtelevision system, the Japaneseand the Europeansare
specpotentiallyreducingtelevision's use of scarceterrestrial-broadcast
trum.The United States should move in that directionas well. Indeed,
because of cable's much higher penetrationin the United States than
in Japanor Europe, it should be easier for the United States to do so.
To satisfy today's terrestrialbroadcasters,the FCC seems likely to
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adopt an HDTV system with no "headroom," that is, with no room to
grow. This is very unfortunate.Squeezing HDTV signals into 6 MHz
will require sophisticated compression that adds costs to HDTV receivers and other equipment.It also may limit the ability of the HDTV
system to innovate later on.

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Richard R. Nelson: I enjoyedreadingthis paper.I started
it knowinga bit abouthigh-definitiontelevision andthe issues involved.
Now I have learned a lot more. My discussion will focus on three
topics. The first is the possibility of long-runcoexistence of two television systems-an updatedold system and a new HDTV one. In my
view the authorspay too little attentionto this possibility. I then want
to pick up a topic the authorsdeliberatelydo not discuss-policy toward
HDTV as industrial policy. Finally, I want to consider the role of
competition as the authorsdiscuss it.
Most formal analyses of competition among new systems technologies presumeor deduce that, ultimately, only one will survive. These
analyses also tend to ignore existing systems for which the new are
substitutes. Farrell and Shapiro certainly ignore the present system.
Although there are places in their paperthat hint to the contrary,virtually all of their analysis presumesthat HDTV will ultimatelyreplace
even an improvedversion of what we have now.
If the cost of HDTV-receivingsets remains significantlyabove the
cost of conventional sets, and if the quality of HDTV is not greatly
better than that of enhanced-definitiontelevision (EDTV), many television viewers may preferto replacetheirsets when they wear out with
low-price EDTV sets, ratherthan with high-price HDTV sets. That
proclivitywill be enhancedif theirsets can receive HDTVprogramming
as well as EDTV programming.And in that context, if the broadcast
equipmentcosts of HDTV continueto be very high relativeto the costs
of equipmentfor EDTV broadcasting,a numberof broadcastersmay
decide not to get into the HDTV business.
This possibility jumps out at you from the verbal statementsin the
78
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beginning of the paper. It seems to get lost, however, once the formal
modeling takes over.
Assume that it happens, or at least that purchases of HDTV sets
grow very slowly, as the authorssuggest might well be the case. One
then can see those who have invested in HDTV programmingand
broadcastingstartingto press for regulationsthatwould requirethat all
new receiving sets be able to receive HDTV. Or, if thatwould not wash
politically, and it probablywould not, the pressuremight be to drop
requirementsfor receptioncompatibility.This might, or mightnot, lead
to the demise of the EDTV system. In any case I think there are some
interestingpossibilities here, suggestedby the authors'own statements,
that requirefurtheranalysis.
Let me turnnext to the industrialpolicy issue and make two points.
First, the HDTV case is an exemplary one for getting economists to
recognize that there is a lot more to the workings of industry than
competitionand markets.In many sectors, not just television, government agencies are involved in what is happeningand inevitably will
shape developmentsfor betteror worse. In many industriesand sectors
governmentis an importantactoras regulator,majorcustomer,sponsor
of certain activities, or providerof infrastructure.
Second, this involvement does not necessarily entail large subsidy
or protection, much less attempts by a government agency to pick
"commercial winners." In the case of HDTV many parties, prominently those connected with the U.S. semiconductorindustryor interested in its viability, have arguedthat we ought to provide subsidies
or protection or both for the development of a U.S. manufacturing
industryinvolved in HDTV. The argumenthas been thatHDTV is both
a key technology in many future systems and a very majormarketin
the future for semiconductors.Farrelland Shapirocast doubt on both
of these propositions.
I make these points for the following reason. Economists arguing
against crude industrialpolicies of the "picking winners" sort have
tendedto downplaythe inevitablerole of governmentin manyindustrial
sectors. It is quite possible to recognize the majorrole played by the
governmentin manyindustrialsectors, butalso to be morethanskeptical
aboutthe effective role thatgovernmentcan play in leadingcommercial
entrepreneurship.
Finally, I would like to remarkupon the treatmentby Farrell and
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Shapiroof the value of competition. In their formulation,competition
is valuable in the early stages of a technology life cycle because it
generates a variety of different proposed designs. Schumpeterwould
have nodded his head in assent. After a standardis set, or a dominant
design comes into place, competitionis valuablebecauseit spursefforts
towardimprovementandefficientoperation.AlthoughFarrellandShapiro don't say this explicitly, it is clearly on their minds. I certainly
would go along with these propositions.It is importantto note, however,
that the values of competitionhighlightedhere are not at all the same
thing as the value of competition in standardprice theory.
All in all I find this paper refreshing and right-headed.I find it a
useful contributionnot only to our understandingof what is going on
in HDTV, but also to a relatively new but now broadeningliterature
that may be changing our views about what competitionbasically is
about.
Comment by Roger G. Noll: Fora decadethe worldtelevision industry
has been engaged in a fascinatingrace to develop the next technology
for video display: high-definitiontelevision (HDTV). On the surface
the motivationfor the greatHDTV race seems obscureat best. Its holy
grail appearsto be a three-footby two-foot television set that will sell
for several thousanddollars. This innovationwill producea betterdisplay, and it will allow viewers to watch wide-screen movies as they
were originally filmed; however, for most consumers the
incremental value of this quality advancementdoes not seem to be
remotely near its costs. The puzzle, then, is why every advanced industrialized nation is sinking serious money into developing the
technology.
The paperby Joseph Farrelland Carl Shapiroprovidesa meticulous
analysis of the fundamentaleconomics of HDTV technology andof the
economic theoreticconcepts thatshouldguide a government-sponsored
programto standardizea new networktechnology like this one. It also
contains some assessmentof the winnersand losers of the process that
has been adopted, concludingthat once againcommercialbroadcasters
seem to have won out.
I have no basic quarrelwith Farrell and Shapiro concerning their
conceptualizationof either the economic issues that should guide the
way technology choices are made or the problemsfacing policymakers
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in designing a technology race thatwill producetolerablygood results.
My purpose here is twofold: first, modestly to expand the conceptual
model of the economics and, especially, the politics of the HDTV race
and, second, to provide some additional intellectualjustification for
this case study. Of course, both issues are related:the real reason to
study the worldwideHDTV competitionis because it provides a mean
for testing and refining our understandingof both the economics of
technologicalprogressin networkindustriesandthe politicaleconomics
of commercial R&D races that are controlled or directed by the government. In my view big puzzles are raised by this case. Why did the
U.S. governmentpursuethe policy option of a guided patentrace (and
why did othernations pursuethe more conventionalpathof a centrally
managed,subsidizedR&D project)?Morefundamentally,why did any
nation(or, for thatmatter,any company)bothersinking so mucheffort
into a technology that seems to hold so little commercialprospect?
These puzzles become more focused when the HDTV programis
viewed within the larger tapestry of, first, commercial R&D policy
more generally and, second, the earlierhistoryof attemptsby the U.S.
governmentto shape commercialtechnologies in the communications
industry.Throughoutthe postwarera no large, advancedindustrialized
nation has been able to withstand the temptationto use regulation,
subsidization, and procurementas instrumentsfor shaping the developmentof new commercialtechnologies. Moreover,the choice of methods to influence commercial R&D has differed among industriesand
technologies for reasonsthatdo not appearto be basedon the economic
and technical characteristicsof the technology.
During the Bush administrationthe U.S. governmenthas tried to
push the developmentof a variety of new commercialtechnologies. It
is subsidizing SEMATECHto develop new manufacturingtechnology
for the semiconductorindustry.It is subsidizingthe commercialaviation
industryto develop the National Aerospace Plane (NASP). It is subsidizing "clean coal" technologies for electricity generation. In addition, the Bush administrationhas managed to cancel some other
commercialR&D ventures that were favored by the Reagan administration.One was the rebirthin the Reaganeraof the old communications
satelliteprogramaimedat developingdirectbroadcastsatellites. Among
the rest was a varietyof venturesin microelectronics,communications,
and computersthat were being supportedby the Defense Advanced
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Research Projects Agency (DARPA). And, earlier, Reagan rejected a
programto subsidize the developmentof HDTV.
The choice of policy instrumentsavailable to the governmenthas
several dimensions. One is whether to develop the technology in the
public sector or in private industry. Another is whether to pursue a
centralized, fragmented,or competitive developmentstrategy. A centralized strategy is one in which a single entity-a governmentlab, a
single company, or an industryconsortium-undertakes the project.
Fragmentationrefers to the practice of dividing the technology into
componentsandlettingdifferententitiesdevelopdifferentparts,usually
under the coordinatingdirection of a "prime contractor"(if private)
or a "lead center" (if public). Still anotheris the type of development
incentive offered: follow-on contracts,cost-sharingas work proceeds,
or a prize for task completion.
In the case of HDTV, the original DARPA plan was to awardconventional, competitively bid researchcontractsto a variety of companies, pursuing simultaneously several alternative paths of technical
development.This approachis common, having been pursuedinitially
in the NASP program,most energy technologies, and communications
satellites. (In the last case Defense via AT&T and NASA via Hughes
pursued separate, single-contractorprogramsuntil the latter emerged
as the clear winner.) However, in many cases a consortiumapproach
is adopted, either initially or after an initial competitive period. For
example, the NASP program, which began as a competition among
several developers, soon evolved into a consortiuminvolving all of the
initial participants.In othernationsthe single-entityapproachhas been
adoptedfor HDTV development.
When DARPA abandonedthe field, the Federal Communications
Commission(FCC)becamethe mostimportantagencycontrollingHDTV
development. The switch in agencies led to a switch in the incentive
mechanism,fromcompetitivebiddingfor contractsto a racefor a prize:
to become the standardizedproduct for a commercial industry. By
focusing solely on developmentswithinthe contextof the last few years
of the FCC standardscompetition, one can easily conclude that the
issue is solely one of developing the next technology for commercial
broadcasting.This assumptionleads to using a rathernarrowconceptual
model to analyze the technology. The economic points of prime importance become compatibility and other issues associated with the
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transformationof a networkindustryfrom one technology to another.
The political issue is historical FCC protection of the broadcasting
industry, a debatable proposition recently in light of FCC policy regardingcable, syndicationrights, andtelephonicservices. Thedifficulty
with this approachis that it does not square with much of what we
know, or can guess, about the prospects of the technology, and its
political history as a policy issue. Why would HDTV be of interestto
the Departmentof Defense? Why would Japanignore completely the
compatibilityissue? And whatkind of prize is it to become the standard
technology for an industrythat might never exist as a significantconsumer product?
The most obvious alternativehypothesis is that creating home TV
with a quasi-theatricallook is probablya red herring.Instead, perhaps
the pointof developingthe technologyhas nothingto do with traditional
broadcastingbut with other uses. Examples of potential applications
includefarmoreeffective remotemonitoring,a meansfor implementing
teleconferencingthatenables an entiregrouparounda table, ratherthan
a single speaker, to be clearly visible to a remoteconferee, and applications otherthanvideo of advancesin signal compressionandartificial
intelligence that are byproductsof developing a digital HDTV system
that does not devour enormousquantitiesof spectrum.HDTV may be
simply a convenient vehicle for undertakinga new line of technical
advancementsthat has very little to do with television.
This raises a problemfor the Farrell-Shapiroanalysis. Conceptualizing the economic problemsas drivenby the particularcharacteristics
of television as both a networktechnology and a politically influential
industrymay be excessively narrow.If the point is remote sensing and
chips capable of signal compressionand artificialintelligence, the importanceof backwardcompatibilityshrinksdramatically,andthe threat
posed to either commercial broadcastinterests or owners of conventional television sets is minimal. Whatis at stake if the game is not for
the future TV marketis, instead, designation as the leader for future
defense contracts. Moreover, the industrythat may have the most at
stake is not broadcastingbut telephony. For if the most likely use of
the technology is private, ratherthan public, video transmission,the
commercializationissue becomes whetherthe medium will be the fiberopticnetworkof telephone companiesor the electromagneticspectrumwith its myriad users. Of course, if the answer is the telephone
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company, standardization(but not backwardcompatibility)is a necessity. If the answer is a fragmentedindustry(like most private uses of
the spectrum),the desirabilityof a ubiquitouscommon standardis less
clear, although by no means ruled out.
Notice how these possibilities affect the theoreticalmodel developed
by Farrelland Shapiro.In the broadcastingindustrythe two overriding
characteristicsare, first, the fact thatbroadcastsare a public good and,
second, the economic advantagesof standardization.The importof the
firstis thatan increasein viewers withinthe service areaof a television
station does not increaseprogrammingcosts, but does increase station
revenues. A more subtleeconomic consequenceis that, in a competitive
environment, the equilibriumquality and diversity of programsalso
increase with the numberof viewers. In the Farrelland Shapiromodel
this factor is takeninto accountby assumingthatthe willingness to pay
for a video technology rises with the numberof people who use it. The
mechanism through which this takes place is that the added revenue
potential of a larger audience leads throughcompetition to improvements in the quality dimension of programming.
Standardizationis valuablebecause of the mechanismof delivery of
the signal: simultaneousdelivery of numerousvideo options over the
same medium (airwaves or cable). Consumersdo not care whetherall
of their newspapers, magazines, and books are printedin exactly the
same format because the delivery mechanismprovides no economic
value to having all printedpages the exact same size and format. Consumersdo care whetherthey can receive all availabletelevision stations
on the same receptiondevice because the delivery mechanismrequires
an expensive home receiver. A separateTV set for each station would
be the expensive and wholly unnecessaryresultif several incompatible
formats were used (as is the case in print media).
Viewing the problem this way leads naturallyto the core problem
raised by Farrelland Shapiro, and to the most interestingcontribution
of their paper. Specifically, to avoid wasteful investments in a competition among parallel technologies that eventually will lead to an
industryin which one technology survives, the governmentcan run a
race for the dominanttechnology based solely on their performances
at the end of the R&D stage. Then throughprocurementor standardization, it can let only the winner enter the market.The problem for
the government is to find a reasonable solution to the key trade-off
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problem:the incrementalquality of the new has to be worththe incrementalcost. The incrementalqualityincludesnotjust receptionquality,
but also programcharacteristicsand convenience of use. If the cost is
so high thatfew subscribe,programqualitywill be lower. And if using
the new technology requiresseparatereception systems for both new
and old, convenience is lower than if the receptionsystems were compatible.
The single most importantobservation in the Farrell and Shapiro
paper is that the system set up by the FCC is quite likely to do very
poorly in identifying the optimal trade-off between reception quality
and compatibilityon the one hand and programquality on the other.
The reason is that a standardsrace based solely on maximizingpicture
quality subject to a compatibilityrequirementignores two aspects of
the trade-off. The first is that the winning system will probably be
substantiallytoo costly because affordabilityis not a criterion. The
second is that some sacrificesof complete compatibilitymay be worthwhile if they significantlyreducecosts. For example, asymmetriccompatibility (HDTV sets must be able to receive normalTV broadcasts,
but normal TV sets need not be capable of receiving anything at all
from some HDTV stations) might so reducecosts thateveryone would
buy HDTV and thereby moot the incompatibilitythat was permitted.
To sharpenthe incentives for the standardsrace, the FCC needs to
incorporatethe trade-offs among receptionquality, compatibility, and
costs/penetration/program
quality. Here the problem is that costs are
probablynot observable to the governmentuntil after the winner has
been declaredand the system has been introduced.Farrelland Shapiro
focus on the cost-reportingaspect of the problem, but a more vexing
issue is the value to consumersof technical attributesof the new technology. Even if the FCC adopted a method for eliciting reliable best
estimates of costs, it would still need to know how to trade off costs
versus qualitativeattributes.But as Farrelland Shapirostate, we also
know that the FCC will not do this-and even if it did, it will face the
sad reality that the technology is probablynot worthwhilein the foreseeable future in the applicationsfor which it is being tested. In this
case the optimal design of the standardsrace is probably something
very close to the following: the prize goes to the team that can double
the size of a TV screen at present picture quality for the lowest cost,
regardlessof whetherHDTV signals arebackwardcompatible.But even
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this rule may produce a technological turkey-or enhanced-definition
television (EDTV) instead of HDTV, as the authorssuggest.
Farrelland Shapiro, then, are dead right when they conjecturethat
the design of the FCC process appearsto convert a technological long
shot into an assured failure for its stated purpose. But this leaves a
majorremainingpuzzle: why are so manyprivate,for-profitcompanies
engaging in the charade?Of course, not knowing the facts I cannot
offer more than speculations.But let me list a few, andthen show how
these affect the kinds of economic andpolitical analysis thatone would
tackle to explain and predict the design and outcome of this policy.
Conjecture No. 1: The purpose is a new distributionsystem for
theatricalproductions. The potential marketfor HDTV, in this case,
consists of theaters(for closed-circuitevents, such as some majorsporting events or one-time entertainmentextravaganzas)and perhapsbars
andrestaurants(for a new form of pay-per-view).The cost per receiver
is too high for consumers. Therefore, what the industryis really after
is a vastly improvedmeans for distributingMondaynight football and
heavyweightchampionshipevents. The distributionsystem could be by
satellite, avoiding the necessity of a majorinvestmentin a massive new
terrestrialbroadcastsystem. Bars andtheaters,unlike eitherconsumers
or broadcasters,would find the technology somethingotherthana prisoner's dilemmaif it succeeded in significantlyincreasingattendanceat
group-consumedevents. In this case the backwardcompatibility requirementand the design of a system to maximize reception quality
ensure that the use will not be conventionalbroadcastingto the home,
and even may make sense as a means to take account of the network
externalityamongthe groupof potentialcustomers.(A baris not likely
to care if a receiver costs $5,000 instead of $2,000 as long as it has a
farbetterpictureanddrawsmorecustomers.)Moregenerally, for group
consumptionof programmaterial, even an expensive technology will
have a relatively small fraction of its costs associated with hardware
comparedwith programmaterial,and only a small partof these reception costs is marginal.Consequently,even a relatively small elasticity
of demand with respect to quality will result in a very high-quality
system.
Conjecture No. 2: The objective is video distributionover wire/
fiberoptic networks. Under this scenario the point of the constraints
placed on the standardsdevelopmentprocess is to ensurethatthe tech-
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nology is not used off-air, but exclusively on either cable or telephone
networks. Signal compressiontechnologies modestly stack the deck in
favor of nonfiberISDN-that is, digital transmissionat high bit rates,
but not so high that they cannot be accommodatedon copper wire or
coaxial cable. Under this regime the sub rosa distributionalobjective
is hardlyprotectiveof broadcasters.Instead, it improvesthe capability
of existing cable and telephone networks to compete against off-air
broadcasters.Forcing only the last to ensure backwardcompatibility
puts them at a distinct disadvantage.
This scenarioseems broadlyconsistentwith the FCC's overallvision
of communications,which is eventuallyto have a far largerwire-based
communicationssystem deliveringa vast arrayof unspecifiedbut wonderful new informationservices. Essentially all observers, including
the mainbeneficiarieson the supplyside (telephonecompanies),believe
that a necessaryconditionfor the emergenceof the electronicumbilical
is that video entertainmentswitch to the telephone system. Otherwise,
the very high fixedcosts of a high-speed,high-capacityterrestrialnetwork
cannot be recovered. (Literallyall communicationshave to travel over
the network to get the average costs down to something a consumer
might pay for.) Under this regime not only is backwardcompatibility
something to ensure that broadcasterswill be unableto get in the way
of the vision by offering HDTV in competition with the telephone
company, but it also gives the FCC an excuse to tie up the UHF spectrum,relievingpoliticalpressureto reallocatespectrumto radiotelephony.
The big danger from radio telephony is that, if offered by a competitive industrywithoutthe capabilityfor mobility (otherthanwalking
aroundthe house and yard), its price might be sufficiently low that
telephone companies would lose large numbersof customers for ordinarytelephoneservice, especially if telephoneaccess tariffsareforced
up to pay for a major investment in upgradingthe network to ISDN
capability. Defections to radio telephony would underminethe vision
of the electronicumbilicalby removingbasic access chargesas a means
for covering a major share of the fixed costs of HDTV transmission
(and other enhanced services).
Thus, the HDTV standardsrace can be interpretedas biasing the
bigger race concerning the overall structureof the communications
industryin favor of a terrestrialISDN monopoly. The willingness of
hardwaremanufacturersto participateis more understandablein this
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case, for what is at stake is developing the technology that will be sold
to telephonecompanies,whichcanbe expectedto providecross-subsidized
services using the technology should this prove necessary in order to
justify ex post the regulatorypolicies that advantagedthem.
ConjectureNo. 3: HDTV is still a DARPAprogram.DARPAwanted
to control the HDTV development programbecause it envisioned a
variety of uses of not only HDTV but of some of its components in
advancedweaponssystems. Especiallyinterestingto DARPAaresignal
compressionand the artificialintelligence chips necessaryto reproduce
an entire transmission from the compressed bit stream. In this case
DARPA either does not care aboutcommercialHDTV of any form, or
perhapswants to ensure that it never happens as a means of keeping
secret some of the core components of the system. If the latter, the
great HDTV race is simply the first stage in DARPA's triple crown,
the next being refinementssponsored by DARPA and the last being
weapons applications.If HDTV turnsout to be a technological turkey
as a commercialtechnology, DARPA need not worry about the commercial side carryingthe work to its own version of the Preaknessprivate HDTV will not get past the Kentucky Derby and so will not
pose a security threatto militaryuses of artificialintelligence in signal
interpretation.In this case, of course, compatibilityis the antithesisof
the objective of the program, and the economics of network technologies, alongwiththe politicsof the communicationssector,areirrelevant.
ConjectureNo. 4: The HDTV race is the firststage in a process that
will lead to a TV consortiumor cartel. The point of the HDTV race is
to define a U.S. system, not to implement it. A naturalresult of the
process as designed is that a wonderfulconcept is announced,but it is
too costly to have commercialprospects. Hence, the case emerges for
a collaborativecrash programto make breakthroughsin producingthe
componentsof the system thatwill lower its manufacturingcosts. Thus,
as with NASP, the Clinch River Breeder,the SST, and many programs
before, stage two will be VIDTECH, a new industry-wideR&D consortium to improve U.S. manufacturingtechnology in HDTV and in
video technology more generally. A high-cost but high-qualitytechnology, therefore,serves as the stalkinghorse for cartelization,sold as
a means for effectively competing in the internationalmarketplace.
Whereasnone of these scenariosmay be correct,they do have somewhat greaterconsistency with the facts of the HDTV programand with
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other governmentcommercialR&D venturesthan does the statedpurpose of the program:to develop the next generationof commercialTV
technology. Whereasno one should be surprisedthat the FCC did not
adopt a Groves mechanism for eliciting truthfulcost estimates, one
shouldtake seriously the fact thatthe FCCdid adoptsome groundrules
for the HDTV race that are quite clearly at odds with the proposition
that the FCC's objective is to produce HDTV for over-the-airbroadcasting. Inferringthe set of objectives that are consistent with these
decisions strikes me as an interestingintellectualpuzzle.
General Discussion A numberof participantsdoubted the ability of
the U.S. governmentto choose and enforce one HDTV standard.In
particular,some discussantsraisedquestionsaboutthe authors'analogy
between the adoptionof a single color television standardin the 1950s
andthe futureadoptionof an HDTV standard.BronwynHall noted that
today there are VCRs and cable television, which did not exist when
the color television standardwas adopted. Sam Peltzman felt that a
betteranalogy could be made to VCRs-where two standardsemerged
without governmentinterventionand competed successfully.
Several participantscommented on the inability of the cable television industryto become a playerin the battleto set an HDTVstandard.
Steven Salop said thatbecausethe cable industryis fairly concentrated,
it should have the ability to organize itself and attemptto launch an
HDTV system, preemptingthe broadcastindustry.He claimed thatthe
cable industry successfully collaboratedin the past in launching new
systems and programsupplies. RichardSchmalenseeconjecturedthat
the cable industry'sfailurewas in partattributableto its lack of political
influence at the FCC.
Geoffrey Rothwell said that there is little reason why consumers
would prefer HDTV alone over the currenttelevision system because
the improvementin resolutionis difficultto distinguishotherthanfrom
very short distances. He said that HDTV should instead be viewed as
the visual component within a whole new personal communications
system that would integratepersonalcomputers,telephones, and television. BronwynHall, however, said thateven the limitedimprovement
brought about by HDTV should draw many consumers, particularly
those interestedin watchingsportingevents or pay-per-viewtelevision.
Schmalenseesaid thatsupportfor governmentsudsidizationof HDTV
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developmentbasedon the belief thatHDTVwould lead to greatbenefits
for the U.S. economy was misplaced. He said that many supportersof
governmentsubsidizationassumeunrealisticallythatHDTVwouldpenetratethe U. S. marketvery rapidlyand, moreimportant,thatall HDTV
chips would be manufactureddomestically, even thoughthis is not the
case for computers.
In commentingon the authors'presentationof royaltyauctions,Ronald Braeutigamnoted thatthe authorsassumeda static worldwith fixed
costs. He wonderedwhat auctions would look like in a more realistic
world with technological change and cost reductionsover time.
Several participantsdiscussed the effects of the presenceof network
externalities. Salop wonderedif network externalitieswould create a
need for a differenttype of propertyrightssystem, given the heightened
possibility of monopoly power. Robert Willig suggested that for the
HDTV case, network externalities would increase the ability of the
marketto make qualitychoices comparedwith governmentimposition
of a standard.
George Borts wonderedwhy the FCC had become such a powerful
focal point for discussion about the future shape of HDTV. He said
that the FCC should play some role in allocating a band spectrumfor
HDTV but should not be involved in determiningHDTV technology.
LindaCohen arguedthatpolitical competitionover modes of broadcasting, which exists in the United States but not in EuropeandJapan,
accountsfor the differencesin policy choices. In Japanand, to a lesser
extent, Europe, direct satellite broadcastingis dominant, whereas in
the United States there is competition among broadcast, cable, and
future technologies such as fiber optics. According to Cohen, the inability of the U.S. governmentto impose an HDTV standardhere, as
was done in Japanand Europe, is a reflectionof this competition.
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